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Abstract 

Intrinsic properties such as mechanical and electrical conduction make carbon 

nanotubes ideal for reinforcement of polymer materials. However, the inability to achieve 

uniform dispersion of carbon nanotubes has always been a major obstacle for possible 

composite applications. In this study, softwood Kraft lignin (SKL) and fractions obtained 

from solvent fractionation were used and characterized by thermal analysis, gel 

permeation chromatography (GPC), Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR), 

1
H-NMR, and 

13
C-NMR. Characterizations showed that F4SKL, the solubilizable fraction 

with the highest molecular weight, exhibits association of the lignin molecules. It was 

observed that a small amount of SKL or F4SKL respectively, facilitated the dispersion of 

multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) in dimethylformamide (DMF) solutions. In 

addition, different lignin fractions showed different ability to disperse MWNTs. The 

various degrees of dispersion were easily observed through Raman spectroscopy. Based 

on the characterization results, it was inferred that π-interactions played an important role 

in the effective dispersal of MWNTs. Raman spectroscopy data also revealed that greater 

concentrations of F4SKL could further disperse MWNTs, consistent with the hypothesis 

that the high performance of F4SKL is attributable to its ability to form more 

π-interactions compared to other fractions. 

 

It was observed that dispersion of MWNTs affects the performance of the 

electrospinning process. Solutions containing F1-3SKL or F4SKL in DMF were sonicated 

with MWNTs and spinning solutions were then prepared by adding the sufficient amount 

of the respective lignin and polyethylene oxide (PEO) for electrospinning. Solutions 
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prepared from F1-3SKL suspensions contained aggregated MWNTs, which led to spraying 

and droplet accumulation during fibre formation. By contrast the MWNT suspensions 

prepared with F4SKL were well dispersed and readily electrospun into fibres. It was 

observed that the higher the F4SKL concentration in the MWNTs suspension the better 

the electrospinning stability. Adding 10 mg of F4SKL enabled as much as 18.6 mg of 

MWNTs (or 6 wt% based on fibre weight) to be dispersed and electrospun into fibres. 

The resulting MWNT reinforced SKL fibres were then thermostabilized and carbonized 

and the resulting mechanical characterized. Unfortunately, the mechanical properties of 

the fibres did not improve with incorporation of MWNTs. However, the electrical 

conductivity increased from 2.2 to 2.8 S/cm when incorporating 6wt% MWNTs, 

indicating a potential utilization of these lignin based carbon fibres as conductive 

materials. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Lignin 

1.1.1 Natural lignin 

Lignin is a complex three-dimensional polymer that occurs predominantly in the 

xylem of many plants, making up 20 – 30% of the composition of wood (1). As a major 

component of the cell wall of tracheids, vessels and fibres, lignin contributes structural 

support to woody stems, confers protection against pathogens, and aids in the transport of 

water within the tree (2). The structure of lignins varies depending on the plant source, i.e. 

hardwoods, softwoods and grasses, location within the plant, i.e. earlywood, latewood, 

branches and stem, and the method of isolation. The degree of polymerization in native 

lignin is not known, since it is fragmented during extraction, but is believed to be very 

high.  

 

There are three primary precursors or monolignols that make up lignin: p-coumaryl 

alcohol, coniferyl alcohol, and sinapyl alcohol (Figure 1.1); although other minor 

monomers also take part in lignification to a lesser degree. These primary monolignols 

are commonly referred to based on their aromatic ring structures; p-hydroxyphenyl (H), 

guaiacyl (G), and syringyl (S), respectively. Structurally, the three monolignols differ 

from each other in the amount and the position of the methoxyl groups. The simplest 

monolignol, p-coumaryl alcohol (H) does not contain any methoxyl units on the aromatic 

ring, while coniferyl alcohol (G) has only one methoxyl group at the C3 position, and 

sinapyl alcohol (S) has two methoxyl groups, located at the C3 and C5 positions. 

Softwoods have a lignin that consists almost entirely of G-units with small quantities of 

H-units, while hardwoods generally have a mixture of G and S structures (3). 
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Figure 1.1  Precursors of lignin biosynthesis. Left: p-coumaryl alcohol. Middle: 

coniferyl alcohol. Right: sinapyl alcohol (4) 

 

 

Lignification is a random dehydrogenation polymerization process (5) wherein 

phenoxy radicals are generated enzymatically followed by radical coupling of two 

mesomeric forms (Figure 1.2). The resulting dimeric structure then undergoes oxidation 

and radical formation followed by radical coupling with another phenoxy radical, 

repeating to form the lignin macromolecule. Based on this mechanism and the various 

mesomeric forms of the intermediate phenoxy radicals lignins have an irregular complex 

structure comprised of a variety of substructures and inter-unit linkages. 

 

 

 

Figure 1.2  Radical mesomeric forms of coniferyl alcohol (6) 
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The most frequent inter-unit linkage formed in lignin is the β–O–4 linkage (Figure 

1.3) which makes up 50% of the linkages in softwoods and 60% in hardwoods. As a 

result most technical industrial processes such as chemical pulping, and several analytical 

methods have focused on breaking these linkages as a means to separate lignin from the 

carbohydrate components (5).  

 

 

 

Figure 1.3  Common inter-unit linkages between phenylpropane units in lignin (1) 

 

 

The second most abundant inter-unit linkage is the 5-5 linkage (20% in softwood 

and 9% in hardwoods) (Table 1.1) (3).Other linkages such as β–5, 4–O-5, and β–β are 

also formed with a lower quantity during lignification in softwood (Figure 1.3) (3).  
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Table 1.1  Proportions of different type of linkages in lignin (3) 

Linkage type 

Percent of the total linkage (%) 

Softwood Hardwood 

β–O–4 50 60 

5-5 20 9 

β–5 10 6 

4–O-5 6 7 

β–β 3 3 

Dibenzodioxocin 

(DBDO) 
5-7 1-2 

 

 

The amounts of linkages found in softwood and hardwood are different as well as 

the amount of functional groups. Hardwoods have higher methoxyl content of 139-188 

per 100 C6C3 (7) unit while ~99 per 100 C6C3 unit for softwood lignin(8). Phenolic 

hydroxyl group content (14-18 per 100 C6C3 unit) is found lower that softwood lignin 

(19-26 per 100 C6C3 unit) (9). Figure 1.4 shows the model structure of native lignin 

found in softwood and hardwood. 
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Figure 1.4  A representative structure of (a) softwood and (b) hardwood lignin (4)  

 

 

1.1.2 Technical lignin 

Lignin is typically obtained as a byproduct of pulp and papermaking, and its 

removal is a major processing step within the pulp and paper industry as it affects the 

commercial utilization of their products. The Kraft pulping process is the dominant 

process to achieve lignin removal (10). The objective of chemical pulping processes such 

as Kraft is to selectively remove the lignin to separate cellulosic fibres from one another 

to produce paper or related products. In conventional Kraft cooking, an aqueous solution 

of sodium hydroxide (NaOH) and sodium sulfide (Na2S), also known as white liquor, 

reacts with wood chips in a large pressure vessel called a digester. The white liquor and 

the chips are heated to about 150-180 °C. During treatment, hydroxide and hydrosulfide 

anions react with lignin, causing the polymer to fragment into smaller 

water/alkali-soluble fragments. The lignin macromolecules undergo cleavage of ether 
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linkages, e.g. β–O–4 and α–O–4 holding the phenylpropane units together, accompanied 

with generation of free phenolic and aliphatic hydroxyl groups (Figure 1.5). The presence 

of these hydroxyl groups increases lignin hydrophilicity. As a result, the solubility of 

lignin in the cooking liquor is increased. After cooking, the black liquor, which includes 

degraded lignin (Kraft lignin), is separated from the pulp by washing and is concentrated 

to 65-80% solid content via evaporation. It is then combusted in a furnace to recover the 

cooking chemicals and to produce energy for the pulping process. After combustion, the 

black liquor can generate an inorganic smelt of sodium carbonate (Na2CO3) and sodium 

sulfide (Na2S) which dissolves in water to form green liquor. The green liquor reacts with 

lime (CaO) to convert Na2CO3 to NaOH and regenerates back to the original white liquor 

(11). 

 

 

 

Figure 1.5  Scheme of cleavage on β–O–4 during Kraft pulping reaction 

 

 

Other pulping processes are also carried out and different types of technical lignins 

can be obtained. They differ in molecular weight, quantity and nature of functional 

groups, solubility, thermal properties and thus in their field of application. Some 

examples are Lignosulfonates (Figure 1.6a), which can be obtained from sulfite pulping, 

a conventional chemical pulping process that utilizes sulfur dioxide (SO2) at pH’s ranging 
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from acidic to neutral to even alkaline and temperatures ranging from 120 to 180 °C. 

Organosolv pulping uses organic solvents, such as methanol and ethanol, acids and/or 

other catalysts with cooking temperatures between 120 to 250 °C to degrade and dissolve 

the lignin (12). The generated lignin is so-called organosolv lignin (Figure 1.6b). 

 

 

 

Figure 1.6  Representative structure of (a) Lignosulphonates and (b) organosolv lignin 

(12). 

 

 

1.1.3 Common uses and applications 

Up to now, technical lignin removed during pulp and papermaking still only serves 

for low priced applications, such as dispersants, resins, emulsion stabilizers, surfactants, 

and binders (13) or as an inefficient fuel source rather than higher value applications. In 

the predominant Kraft pulping process, (14, 15) only 1 – 2% of all Kraft lignin (KL) 
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generated worldwide is isolated and sold for value-added applications (15). There is 

therefore a motivation to develop more valuable applications of lignin instead of having 

its primary application be low quality fuel. Therefore, the application of lignin as a 

by-product and low-cost resource has been a topic of considerable interest (14). While 

dispersants are a well-known application of lignin (15-17), a relatively new application of 

lignin-based dispersants is preparing suspensions of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) (18, 19). 

Besides chemical utilization, another potential application is producing lignin based 

carbon fibres. Studies have already shown that carbon fibres can be produced 

successfully from technical lignin (20-23). 

 

1.2 Carbon fibres 

1.2.1 Properties and commercial applications 

The combination of high strength, high modulus, and light weight makes carbon 

fibres one of the most important advanced materials (24). Other fibre properties, such as 

electrical conductivity and magnetic moment, also increase as a result of carbonization 

(25, 26). As such, carbon fibres are widely employed in areas where high strength and 

light weight are required. Carbon fibre reinforced composites are routinely used in sports 

equipment, construction, aircraft precursors and the automotive industry (27). 

Commercially, carbon fibres have two major types of precursors: pitch (petroleum or 

coal), and polyacrylonitrile (PAN) (27-29). 

 

PAN is an excellent precursor for carbon fibres. PAN fibres have high strength and 

have been researched extensively; in fact PAN is the most widely used precursor for 

carbon fibre production (~90% of produced carbon fibre) (30). It is reported that global 
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consumption of carbon fibre was ~25,200 tons in 2006 and grew to 34,200 tons in 2010 

(31). PAN based carbon fibres possess tensile strengths of 3–7 GPa and Young’s moduli 

of 200–500 GPa, and dominate high performance aerospace and aviation markets (28). 

Pitch is the by-product of petroleum or coal tar which is a mixture of polycyclic aromatic 

compounds. Compared to PAN-based carbon fibres which exhibit higher tensile strength, 

pitch-based carbon fibres possess higher Young’s moduli, as high as 900 GPa (28). 

 

1.2.2 Lignin based carbon fibres 

Petroleum based carbon fibres have some drawbacks, such as high and fluctuating 

prices due to the price and availability of oil and the finiteness of the petroleum 

precursors. Therefore, alternative carbon sources are highly sought after to produce 

carbon fibres. Lignin is a potential low cost, renewable, and non-petroleum based source 

for carbon fibre precursors. The first lignin-based carbon fibre was manufactured by 

Nippon Kayaku Co. in 1967 (32). The dry-spun fibres were made from lignosulfonate 

dissolved in an alkali, and Otani et al. (33) patented the lignin carbon fibre process in 

1969. Comparing the mechanical properties of lignin carbon fibres produced from melt 

and dry spinning, it was found that dry-spinning of lignin fibres produced superior 

mechanical properties. This was attributable to longer solidification times, and better 

orientation of lignin molecules in dry-spinning. However, micro-voids caused by sodium 

impurities and a relative lack of orientation resulted in low modulus and low tensile 

strength carbon fibres (34). As a result, the use of these technical lignins as precursors for 

carbon fibres was abandoned. 

 

Shortly thereafter Sudo et al. (35, 36) modified steam-exploded lignin by 
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hydrogenolysis and phenolation to improve processability and resulting mechanical 

properties of lignin carbon fibres. Organosolv lignin was also investigated and has been 

reported to produce carbon fibres by melt spinning. Organosolv lignins have fewer 

impurities than Kraft lignin (KL) and readily soften upon heating enabling thermal 

spinning. Moreover, this process was reported not to require thermostabilization because 

the high oxygen content of lignin facilitates molecular crosslinking. The 14±1 μm 

diameter organosolv lignin carbon fibres had tensile strengths and moduli of ~335 MPa 

and 39.1 GPa, respectively (37, 38). Again, this process did not proceed any further 

because of the non-commercial source of organsolv lignin and the poor mechanical 

properties as required for the high-performance carbon fibre market. 

 

Kraft pulping is the most common and dominant commercial chemical pulping 

process. Therefore, technical lignin yielded from this process is currently more 

available/suitable than organsolv lignin as a carbon fibre precursor. Kadla et al. (20) 

produced carbon fibres from melt spinning a purified industrially produced hardwood 

kraft lignin. Purification to lower the salt content was crucial to prevent inclusions in the 

carbon fibres. To enhance melt spinning, a small amount (1-10 wt%) of poly (ethylene 

oxide) (PEO) was blended with the lignin. The resulting lignin fibres were then stabilized 

at temperatures up to 250 °C in air and carbonized at 1,000 °C in a nitrogen atmosphere. 

The carbon yield was between 40%–46% and carbon fibre diameter ranged from 31–63 

μm. The tensile strength and the modulus were in the range of 400–550 MPa and 30–60 

GPa, respectively. Kubo and Kadla (23) further produced carbon fibres from a blend of 

hardwood Kraft lignin and poly(ethylene terephthalate) (PET). The results showed that 

tensile strength and modulus were increased to 703 MPa and 94 GPa at a lignin/PET ratio 
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of 75/25. However, the carbon fibre yield decreased with the increasing PET. Most 

recently it has been reported that lignin based carbon fibre can be produced with strengths 

up to 1340 MPa and modulus of 103 GPa (39). 

 

Despite these recent advances, the mechanical properties of lignin based carbon fibre 

still cannot compete with those made from PAN. Therefore, further improvement of fibre 

properties is needed as is the exploration of other possible applications for lignin derived 

carbon fibres. One approach to enhance mechanical properties is to reduce fibre 

diameters. Smaller diameters decrease the probability of defects and flaw sizes in fibres, 

and thereby increasing the mechanical properties (40). Although it is difficult to produce 

submicron fibres using wet and melt spinning techniques, electrospinning is well known 

to produce fibres with reduced fibre diameters. Not only do electrospun non-woven 

fabrics posses decreased fibre diameters, but they also have small pore sizes and high 

surface areas (41, 42). Softwood Kraft lignin (SKL) has been successfully electrospun 

into fibres (43). 

 

1.3 Electrospinning 

1.3.1 General description 

Electrospinning refers to a fibre forming process wherein fibres are drawn by 

electrostatic forces. It is a simple method to produce nanoscale fibres from both synthetic 

(44-46) and natural (47, 48) polymers. Electrospinning was invented more than 100 years 

ago and was patented by Formhals in the 1930’s (49). In 1969, it was published that the 

pedant polymer droplet formed at the tip of the needle developed into a cone shape when 

the surface tension was balanced by applied electrostatic force (50). This cone jet shape 
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was later referred to as the “Taylor Cone”. In 1971, Baumgarten published that acrylic 

microfibres were produced by electrostatic spinning and fibres with diameters ranging 

from 500–1100 nm were obtained (51). In 1981, Larrondo and Manley demonstrated 

polyethylene and polypropylene fibres could be produced from polymer melts by 

electrospinning (52). However, despite the successes of producing nanofibres by 

electrospinning, it was not until the 1990’s that they were really noticed (53, 54).  

 

Besides significantly reducing the fibre diameter, electrospinning also increases the 

surface-to-volume ratios in nanofibres. Therefore, electrospun nanofibres have 

applications in many fields, such as composite reinforcement (55), filtration (56), tissue 

engineering (57, 58), electronics (59, 60), drug delivery, wound dressing (61, 62), and 

nanosensors (63-65). Electrospinning can use a wide variety of polymers (66) to produce 

highly porous nonwoven fabrics consisting of ultrafine fibres.  

 

Electrospinning is a very simple process. In the lab, a syringe is filled with a 

polymer solution and the electrode is connected to the needle of the syringe and charged 

to high electric potential, as shown in Figure 1.7. The accumulation and mutual repulsion 

of charges on the surface of the droplet deform it into a conical shape, called a Taylor 

cone. Beyond a critical charge density, this cone is unstable and a jet of fluid is emitted 

from the tip of the cone (Figure 1.8). The transformation from the cone to the jet 

represents the initial stage of fibre formation (67). 
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Figure 1.7  Scheme of the electrospinning process 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.8  Scheme of formation of the Taylor cone. (a) Charges are induced to the 

surface of polymer and (b) accumulated at the surface of the pendant drop leading to 

elongation. (c) Charge repulsion overcomes the surface tension and deformation of the 

pendant drop occurs to form the Taylor cone due to charge-charge repulsion. (68) 
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The charged jet then undergoes a series of bending instabilities and travels to the 

ground which is the collector. The passage from the tip to the collector results in 

stretching and whipping of the jet, which is accompanied by the evaporation of solvents 

which dramatically reduces the diameter of the jet (69). As the solvent evaporates during 

the whipping process, the residue in the jet solidifies leading to the formation of fibres 

that accumulate on the collector (70). The key process to obtain submicron-scale fibres 

involves solution instability and the rapidly whipping jet (71). 

 

Many processing parameters have been identified for influencing electrospinning 

and resulting properties of electrospun nanofibres. There are several parameters that can 

affect fibre diameter and morphology (72): the first group of parameters are the solution’s 

properties such as polymer concentration, polymer molecular weight, solution viscosity, 

dielectric constant and solvent evaporation rate. The second class is based on processing 

factors such as spinning voltage, spinning distance, and the flow rate. The third is related 

to environmental factors such as humidity and temperature. Higher solution viscosity has 

been shown to result in a larger fibre diameter, which also indicates that a higher polymer 

concentration in solution will lead to larger fibre diameter (73-75). High viscosity 

polymer solutions require higher electric fields than lower viscosity solutions (76). 

However, increased viscosity can reduce formation of beads and defects and the average 

distance between beads on the fibres increases with increasing viscosity (77). In addition, 

the shape of beads changes from spherical to spindle-like as viscosity increases (77). 

With higher charge density on the surface of the solution jet during the electrospinning, it 

brings more electric charges to the jet such that higher elongation forces imposed on the 

jet results in smaller bead and fibre diameter (66). Also, increasing molecular weight can 
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reduce the number of beads and droplets (45) wherein a jet of low molecular weight fluid 

breaks up into small droplets, called electrospraying, i.e. solutions with dilute 

concentration and thus insufficient polymer chain overlap form droplets rather than 

continuous fibres (45). By contrast, polymer solutions with a sufficient amount and 

length of polymer chains will entangle, and continuous fibres will be formed during the 

electrospinning process (78). 

 

Solvent properties can affect the spinning process as well. Solvents with a higher 

dielectric constant and dipole moment, will produce higher electrical susceptibility 

solutions when subjected to an electrostatic field, which helps increase the mass 

throughput from the spinneret (79). A large difference between the solubility parameter 

and the dielectric constant between the polymer and the solvent can also increase the size 

of beads in electrospinning (79). Likewise, changing the distance between the needle and 

collector affects the fibre morphology; beading occurring at distances too close to the 

collector where bead density decreases with increasing collector distance (80). 

Electrospinning polymer solutions using a volatile solvent requires less distance to form 

fibres since the solvent quickly evaporates during whipping (76).  

 

The flow rate can also affect the electrospinning process. With a lower flow rate, 

fibres with smaller diameters are obtained (70); on the contrary, an excessive flow rate 

will produce fibres that have insufficient time to solidify before reaching the collector. 

When the delivery or feed rate of the polymer solution to the capillary tip exceeds the rate 

with which the solution is removed from the tip, an unstable jet results leading to the 

formation of fibres with large beads (81). Increasing the voltage will increase the rate 
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with which the solution is removed from the tip, but if increased to high the Taylor cone 

may not be maintained which will increase the instability of the jet and again lead to an 

increased formation of beads (41). 

 

1.3.2 Mechanical and electrical conductive properties of electrospun fibres 

Understanding the properties of electrospun fibres is critical for further applications. 

The most common way to determine mechanical properties such as tensile strength, 

Young’s modulus, and tensile strain at the point of break of electrospun nanofibres is 

through tensile testing of nanofibre mats (82). Fibre mats are usually cut into rectangular 

or dumbbell shapes according to proper standard dimensions and are tested by a universal 

testing machine. Stretching-induced treatment could increase the strength and modulus of 

PAN fibres due to an improvement of molecular orientation (83, 84). The mechanical 

properties of electrospun fibres produced from a variety of other polymers are listed in 

Table 1.2. 
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Table 1.2  Tensile properties of electrospun fibre mats 

Material 
Fibre Diameter 

(nm) 

Modulus 

(MPa) 

Strength 

(MPa) 
Reference 

Silk from silk moth 

(bombyx mori) 
200-400 600 15 (85) 

Gelatin 100 117 2.9 (86) 

Collagen-PEO 100-150 7 0.09 (87) 

Peptide Polymer 450 1800 35 (88) 

Polyurethane 100-500 3.7 10 (89) 

PAN 100-300 1800 45.7 (90) 

 

 

Electrical conductivity of electrospun carbon fibres has also drawn considerable 

attention with several studies having been published. Xuyen et al. (91) prepared 

electrospun polyamic acid (PAA) fibres and controlled fibre diameter by using triethyl 

amine as a catalyst. They found that the electrical conductivity of PAA carbon nanofibres 

increased with decreasing fibre diameter. They suggested that the number of cross 

junctions between nanofibres is key for improving carbon nanofibre conductivity. Wang 

et al. (92) investigated electrospun PAN carbon fibres and their results showed that a 

single PAN carbon fibre possessed a conductivity of around 4.9 S/cm. Panapoy et al. (93) 

prepared electrospun PAN nanofibres at different carbonization temperatures and results 

revealed that electrical conductivity increased with increasing carbonization temperature 

from 0.05 S/cm at 800
o
C to 1.22 S/cm at 1000 

o
C. Similarly, Yang et al. (94) produced 

carbon nanofibres from polyimide carbonized at 1000 
o
C and obtained a conductivity of 
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2.5 S/cm.  

 

1.4 Nanofillers 

A common approach to enhance fibre mechanical and electrical conductive 

properties is through the addition of nanofillers (46). Interest in polymeric 

nanocomposites has been increasing in recent years due to their ability to significantly 

enhance material mechanical and electrical properties. Incorporation of nanofillers such 

as clay minerals, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and inorganic nanoparticles into polymer 

matrices has been extensively investigated. Montmorillonite (MMT) has wide 

acceptability as a nanofiller because of its high surface area, and surface reactivity (95). It 

was reported that an improvement of mechanical properties was reached with a very 

small amount of MMT incorporated into nylon 6 matrices (96). In fact highly aligned 

MMT layers in nylon 6 crystallites in fibres could be obtained through electrospinning 

(97). The utilization of cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs) as reinforcing compounds has also 

been investigated intensely (98). These rodlike particles can be derived from a variety of 

renewable sources including wood, cotton, and ramie by acid hydrolysis (99). With high 

crystallinity, CNCs possess strong mechanical properties and serve as suitable nanofiller 

for reinforcing composites (98, 99). It has been reported that incorporating CNCs into 

electrospun fibres could increase fibre modulus (100). Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are also 

commonly utilized in material composites to improve the properties (82, 101). A number 

of studies have reported the incorporation of CNTs into fibres leading improvements in 

mechanical properties and electrical conductivity (46, 101-105). It has been reported that 

the incorporation of CNTs with polyacrylonitrile (PAN) has improved the mechanical 

properties of the corresponding electrospun fibres (46, 103). However, due to their 
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natural tendency to form bundles through van der Waals forces, dispersion of CNTs is a 

major obstacle for further applications and utilizations (106-108). 

 

1.4.1 Properties and applications 

CNTs are cylindrical graphene sheets with the large aspect ratio (length/diameter 

which can be as large as 10
4
-10

5
) (109). CNTs are composed of sp

2
 carbons and can take 

on a variety of structures as shown as in Figure 1.9. Depending on the structure the 

hexagons may spiral around the cylinder giving rise to “chirality” (shown in Figure 1.9), 

a twist that determines whether the CNT behaves like a metal (CNT adapts an “armchair” 

structure) or a semiconductor (110).  

 

 

 

Figure 1.9  Single-walled CNTs of armchair (left), zig-zag type (middle), and helical 

type (right) (111). 

 

 

CNTs are categorized as single-walled nanotubes (SWNTs) and multi-walled 

nanotubes (MWNTs). First discovery in 1991 by Iijima (112) they are now produced in 

large scale (113) by a variety of methods including high-pressure carbon monoxide 

(HiPCO) (114), chemical vapor decomposition (115) or carbon arc discharge (116) 
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methods.  

 

It is now well known that CNTs possess outstanding mechanical properties (117) 

and electrical conductivity (118). The mechanical properties of CNTs have been studied 

by experimental and computational means. The tensile strength of CNTs is reported to be 

as high as 600 GPa, which is higher than current high-strength carbon fibres (119), and 

their density is approximately 1.3 g/cm
3
 (120), which is lower than the density of 

commercial carbon fibres (1.78 g/cm
3
). This means CNTs can result in volume or 

composite reduction at the same performance of other materials. This is important in 

aerospace and other high performance applications (121). CNTs are also one of the 

stiffest materials ever made. Compared to carbon fibres which typically have Young’s 

moduli of up to 750 GPa, CNTs have moduli between 1 and 5 TPa (122). Their aspect 

ratios can be as high as 10,000 (120), which can be an advantage for imparting 

conductivity and strength to a composite system. It is apparent that the combination of 

size, structure and topology provides CNTs with excellent mechanical properties (107). 

 

Because of their low energy dissipation, CNTs can carry tremendous current 

densities, higher than 100 MA/cm
2
 for MWNTs, which may be compared to current 

densities of tens of kA/cm
2
 for superconducting wires (123). Therefore, CNTs possess a 

notable electronic character (124). 
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1.4.2 Determination of the dispersion of CNTs by Raman spectroscopy 

It has been reported that dispersion is one of the fundamental issues for mechanical 

reinforcement of composites and for an efficient load transfer to CNTs (125). Besides 

sonication, there are two general methods to disperse CNTs: non-covalent or covalent 

treatment to CNTs (126).  

 

The chemical modification of CNTs involves the functionalization of the CNT 

surface through the introduction of polar groups (127-129), such as shown in Figure 1.10. 

Surface functionalization of CNTs can improve their chemical compatibility with the 

target medium (solvent or polymer solution/melt), in order to enhance wetting or 

adhesion characteristics and to reduce their tendency to agglomerate. A disadvantage of 

this strategy is the disruption of π-networks within CNTs, leading to a decrease in quality 

of mechanical and electrical properties (130). 

 

 

 

Figure 1.10  Synthesis of poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG)-grafted single-walled CNTs 

(127) 
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The mechanical method for dispersing CNTs includes ultrasonication and high shear 

mixing, which results in separating CNTs physically from each other. However, this 

approach can induce a considerable amount of defects, such as buckling and bending of 

CNTs leading to a more amorphous carbon structure (131). A second approach is the 

addition of polymers or surfactants capable of “wrapping” CNTs through non-covalent 

interactions (18, 132-135). However, high concentrations of polymers are usually needed 

to do so, creating difficulties for further processing and utilization (136). 

 

Depending on the type of polymer or molecules added to the CNTs system, different 

mechanisms of interaction may exist. In non-oxidized CNTs it has been reported that the 

addition of aromatic molecules helps to disperse CNTs through π-interactions (135, 137). 

This approach does not form new covalent bonds or deteriorate the CNT’s intrinsic 

properties, such as introducing sp
3
-hybridized carbon through chemical modification, 

which could lead to decreased mechanical strength (138). In the case of surface-oxidized 

CNTs, π-interactions as well as the potential to interact via intermolecular hydrogen 

bonding in the presence of polar molecules may exist (139, 140).  

 

Characterization of CNT dispersion is a critical issue. In general, suspensions are 

typically assessed or characterized by visual inspection, ultraviolet-visible absorption 

spectroscopy (UV-Vis) (136, 141), or Raman spectroscopy (142-144). Visual 

observations are not a quantitative way to determine CNT dispersion, particularly as 

CNTs have the disadvantage of forming visually black dispersions. However, they can 

provide a quick means by which to screen dispersion systems. In UV-Vis absorption 

spectroscopy, the absorption value at 500 nm is often chosen to quantify CNTs 
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dispersions. However, it is difficult to distinguish contributions from CNTs and other 

species, such as carbonaceous impurities or dispersing agents. Since visual inspection and 

UV-Vis adsorption are not suitable for the determination of CNT dispersion, Raman 

spectroscopy is the method of choice.  

 

Raman spectroscopy is a spectroscopic technique used to study vibrational, 

rotational, and other low-frequency modes in a system and is a common method for 

characterization of CNTs (142), measuring impurity of CNTs in suspension or solid phase 

(143) and for the graphitization of carbon (144). Raman spectroscopy relies on the 

inelastic scattering of a laser source and is not very sensitive to the physical appearance 

of samples. Solid, liquid, and gas samples can be studied by Raman spectroscopy directly 

without other pre-treatments (142). During a scattering effect, an electron is excited by 

light and scattered by emitting or absorbing photons, then the electron relaxes to the 

valence state. The energy difference leads to the shifting of the photon’s frequency; called 

the Raman effect, it is the frequency of the reemitted photons that is shifted up or down in 

comparison with the original monochromatic frequency. 

 

In Raman spectra, graphite-like materials show two sharp peaks, the G band around 

1580–1600 cm
-1

 and the D band around 1350 cm
-1 

(145). The G and D bands are only due 

to sp
2
 sites, where the G band is based on the bond stretching of all pairs of sp

2
 atoms in 

both rings and chains and the D band is due to the breathing modes of sp
2
 atoms in rings 

(146). Figure 1.11 shows the eigenvector of the G band which involves the in-plane 

bond-stretching motion of pairs of carbon sp
2
 atoms. This mode does not require the 

presence of six-fold rings, so it occurs at all sp
2 

sites, not only those in rings. The D band 
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is a breathing mode and does not show up in perfectly ordered graphite, it only becomes 

active in the presence of disorder and defects. Its intensity is strongly related to the 

presence of six-fold aromatic rings (145). 

 

 

 

Figure 1.11  Carbon motions in the G (left) and D modes (right). (145) 

 

 

Previous studies utilized Raman spectroscopy to characterize single-walled CNT 

dispersion in various solvents (147-149). These studies demonstrated that the G band 

intensity increased with sonication of the solutions, with more dispersion of CNTs (147). 

Therefore, Raman spectroscopy was chosen to characterize the D and G band of 

dispersion of multi-walled carbon nanotube (MWNT) suspensions in this study. 

 

1.4.3 Incorporation of CNTs by electrospinning  

CNTs can be utilized as electrically conducting components in polymer composites 

for commercial applications (150). However, CNTs are difficult to aligned when they are 

used as reinforcement in composites such that the resulting composite often does not 

exhibit the expected mechanical properties (66). Electrospinning has shown promise in 

improving the alignment of incorporated CNTs in polymer fibres (151). As such, several 
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researchers have tried to incorporate CNTs into polymer nanofibres produced through 

electrospinning (46, 82, 101, 102). It has been reported that the incorporation of CNTs 

into polyacrylonitrile (PAN) improved the mechanical properties of the electrospun fibres 

(46, 103). These results indicate that dispersed and aligned CNTs in the fibres make 

CNTs promising nanofillers for enhancing the mechanical properties of composite 

nanofibres. Ra et al. (104) also fabricated the electrospun PAN nanofibre fabrics 

embedded with MWNTs and it was found that the electrical conductivity was 

significantly enhanced with increasing MWNT concentration. At 10wt% MWNT 

concentration and carbonization at 1000°C, the conductivity reached 35 S/cm, about 10 

times that of the pure PAN nanofibre fabric. 

 

1.5 Goal of the project 

Technical lignin has the potential to be utilized for high value products. The goal of 

this study is to produce carbon fibres from softwood Kraft lignin (SKL) with enhanced 

fibre properties. In order to improve fibre properties/performance, the addition of a 

nanofiller (MWNTs) and the reduction in fibre diameter was performed using 

electrospinning. 

 

 Although dispersion is an essential issue for composite reinforcement, it might be 

difficult to meet this requirement in the electrospinning of fibres with CNTs, due to the 

intrinsic properties of MWNTs, which tend to aggregate and form bundles. The first 

objective in this study is to disperse MWNTs in DMF by adding SKL and fractions 

thereof to the suspension and to investigate the correlation between lignin 

structure/properties and dispersion of MWNTs. It has been reported that KL can act as a 
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dispersant for MWNT; however, the mechanism of dispersion is still unclear. KL is a 

complex mixture of degraded native lignin fragments which vary greatly in molecular 

weight, types of inter-unit linkages, and functional groups. The structure of lignin 

naturally affects the predominant types of interactions contributing to dispersion of 

CNTs.  

 

The second objective is to investigate the utility of Raman spectroscopy to 

characterize the dispersion of MWNTs in the presence of lignin. Aggregated and 

dispersed MWNTs suspensions likely have different R ratios (the ratio of intensity of G 

band and D band) in Raman spectra. Therefore we will investigate to see if there is a 

correlation between MWNT dispersion and measured R ratio. 

 

The final objective is to investigate how the incorporation of MWCNTs affects fibre 

properties. Various concentrations of MWNTs were incorporated into electrospun 

fractionated SKL-based fibres. This included the characterization of as-spun, 

thermostabilized, and carbonized fibres in terms of morphology, graphitization, 

mechanical properties, and electrical conductivity. 

 

1.6 Hypothesis 

Numerous studies have utilized CNT incorporation to improve mechanical 

properties and electrical conductivity (46, 101-105) of composite fibres. Thus, adding 

CNTs into the SKL/PEO system may produce electrospun fibres with enhanced 

performance. Critical to improving mechanical properties and electrical conductivity of 

lignin based carbon fibres, is CNT dispersion and the efficient load transfer to the 
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reinforcing CNTs (125).  

 

Kraft lignin (KL) is capable of acting as a dispersing agent for CNTs (19). KL is an 

aromatic polyol and may form π-interactions with CNTs and prevent or block van der 

Waals forces between CNTs that lead to CNT aggregation in solution. KL is known to 

aggregate into large supramolecular structures through the same π-π interactions as found 

in CNTs (152). Since KL consists of different fractions that can be extracted by organic 

solvents (153), each with varying molecular weights and functional group contents it can 

be expected that they may interact with CNTs differently. It is known that the various KL 

fractions have differing molecular mass as well as amounts of functional groups such as 

aliphatic and phenolic hydroxyl groups (153). The higher the molecular mass, the more 

aromatic nuclei present, the more potential to interact via π-π interactions. As well, it is 

known that aliphatic hydroxyl groups form stronger hydrogen bonds than phenolic 

hydroxyl groups (154). As a result, the fraction which contains higher aliphatic hydroxyl 

groups could form stronger interactions with the functionalized MWNTs used in this 

study and thus lead to enhanced dispersion. Therefore, it is hypothesized that 

fractionation of commercial SKL will produce SKL fractions with differing chemistries 

that will interact favorably with MWNTs leading to better dispersion and possibly to 

successful transference of mechanical and electrical conductive properties from the 

MWNTs to the fibres. 
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2 Materials and Methods 

2.1 Materials 

Softwood kraft lignin (Indulin-AT, SKL) was obtained from MeadWestvaco (Glen 

Allen, VA, USA) and repeatedly washed (10 x) with aqueous hydrochloric acid (HCl) at 

pH 2 to exchange sodium counterions and air dried at 105°C. Poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) 

with an average molecular weight Mw of 1 × 10
6
 g/mol, 4-nitrobenzaldehyde, pyridine, 

and chromium acetylacetonate were obtained from Sigma–Aldrich. 

N,N–Dimethylformamide (DMF), methylene chloride, n-propanol, methanol, acetic 

anhydride and potassium bromide (KBr) were obtained from Fisher Scientific (Ottawa, 

ON). Deuterated dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSOd6) was obtained from Cambridge Isotope 

Laboratories, Inc. (MA, USA). Oxidized multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWNTs) were 

obtained from CheapTubes.com (Brattleboro, VT, USA). PEO and all solvents were used 

as received. 

 

2.2 Lignin fractionation 

Lignin fractionation was performed as per a previously reported study (153). The 

commercial SKL was first acid-washed repeatedly 10 times by dispersing 500 g of SKL 

in 2 L of a dilute aqueous HCl solution (pH 2), mixed for 30-45 min and filtered. The 

final acid wash SKL was then dried in an oven at 105 
o
C to extract water. The 

acid-washed SKL was then fractionated by sequential solvent washing: first with 

methylene chloride, then n-propanol, followed by methanol, and finally 

methanol/methylene chloride (70/30, v/v). The methylene chloride-soluble fraction is 

referred to as F1SKL, the n-propanol soluble fraction as F2SKL, the methanol soluble 

fraction as F3SKL, and the methanol/methylene chloride soluble fraction as F4SKL. The 
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remaining insoluble fraction, termed F5SKL, was not used in this study. One additional 

fraction was obtained by washing desalted SKL with methanol without performing the 

methylene chloride and n-propanol washing steps. Since it was observed that F1SKL and 

F2SKL were soluble in methanol we assumed that this fraction consisted of a mixture of 

F1, F2, and F3 and will therefore be referred to as F1-3SKL. Throughout each step of the 

fractionation procedure 1000 – 1500 mL of solvent were used per 150 g of lignin. The 

lignin suspensions were stirred at room temperature for 30 – 45 min and then filtered 

using Buchner funnel with cellulose filter paper (grade 1, Whatman). The dissolved 

lignin fraction was recovered by removing the solvent under reduced pressure, dried at 

room temperature overnight and stored in a vacuum desiccator. Each solvent treatment 

was performed twice and the residual lignin was dried and ground to a fine powder 

between treatment steps. After drying, each fractionated lignin was weighed to calculate 

yield; F1SKL, F2SKL, F3SKL, and F4SKL were 2.4%, 2.8%, 48.1% and 40.2% 

respectively. The yield of F1-3SKL was 52.7%, approximately the same amount as the 

sum of the yields obtained for F1SKL, F2SKL, and F3SKL. 

 

2.3 Lignin characterization 

Gel permeation chromatography (GPC) (Agilent 1100 Series GPC Analysis System, 

UV-Vis and RI detectors) connected to a multi-angle laser light scattering detector 

(MALLS) (Wyatt Dawn Heleos-II) equipped with fluorescence filters to eliminate signal 

contributions from lignin was carried out to determine the molecular weights of 

acetylated lignin fractions. Styrogel columns HR4, HR3 and HR1 (Waters Corp) were 

used at 35
o
C with tetrahydrofuran (THF) as the eluting solvent (0.5 mL/min). Each 

fraction was dissolved in HPLC-grade THF at a concentration of 2 mg/ml and the 
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injection volume was 100 L. The system was calibrated using polystyrene standards 

(Polysciences, Inc) and a lignin dn/dc of 0.159 (determined by preparing varied 

concentrations of lignin in THF) was used in the calculation of weight average molecular 

weights. 

 

Acetylation was performed by dissolving 200 mg of SKL in 8 mL of pyridine/acetic 

anhydride (1:1, v/v) while stirring the reaction for 48 h at room temperature. The reaction 

solution was then added dropwise to 300 mL of stirred ice water. The precipitated lignin 

was then collected by filtration through a Nylon membrane (0.45 µm, 47 mm) and 

washed with diluted acid (HCl), saturated sodium bicarbonate, and ice-cold distilled 

water. Complete acetylation was confirmed by FT-IR spectroscopy and 
1
H-NMR. The 

acetylated lignins were stored under vacuum at room temperature. 

 

Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) (Perkin Elmer Instruments – 

Spectrum One FT-IR Spectrometer) was employed to characterize the functional groups 

of the fractionated lignins. 1 mg of lignin powder sample was ground with 99 mg of 

Potassium Bromide (KBr), dried under vacuum to eliminate contribution by moisture and 

compressed into a pellet. Samples were analyzed using 32 scans collected over a scan 

range of 4000 – 600 cm
-1

 and a resolution of 4 cm
-1

. 

 

1
H and 

13
C-NMR spectra were obtained using a Bruker Avance 300MHz 

spectrometer equipped with a BBO probe. In quantitative 
1
H NMR, acetylated lignin (~ 5 

mg) and the internal standard 4-nitrobenzaldehyde (~1 mg) were accurately weighed, 

mixed and dissolved in 500 μL of deuterated chloroform (CDCl3) to enable quantitative 
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determination of hydroxyl group content. The NMR spectra were recorded at 25°C with a 

90º pulse width and a 1.3 s acquisition time. A 7 s relaxation delay was used to ensure 

complete relaxation of the aldehyde protons. A total of 128 scans were collected. The 

phenolic OH and aliphatic OH content were obtained by integrating over the chemical 

shift range of 2.6-2.2 (∫  
2.2

2.6
) or 2.18-1.6 (∫  

1.6

2.18
), respectively, and normalizing the integral to 

that of the aldehyde proton (10.18) of the internal standard to 1. The amount of aliphatic 

and phenolic hydroxyl group content is obtained by the following equation: 

 

OH (mmol/g) = ∫  
2.2

2.6
 or ∫  

1.6

2.18
× moles of standard ÷3 ÷ weight of SKL (g)  (1) 

 

Quantitative 
13

C NMR spectroscopy was performed using a lignin concentration of 

15wt% in DMSOd6 and with the addition of a relaxation agent chromium acetylacetonate 

(0.01 M) (8). Conditions for analysis were a 90º pulse width with a 0.9 s acquisition time 

and a 1.7 s relaxation delay. A total of 20,000 scans were collected.  

 

Thermal analyses of fractionated SKL samples were performed by 

thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and differential scanning calorimetery (DSC) using 

TA Instruments (New Castle, DE) Q500 and Q1000, respectively. The usual TGA 

procedure was to use 5 – 10 mg samples with a temperature program scanning from 40 to 

600°C under nitrogen at a heating rate of 10°C/min. The decomposition temperature (Td) 

of all samples was determined as the temperature at which 5% weight loss of the sample 

was measured and is based on 3 replicates. DSC analyses were performed under a 

nitrogen atmosphere in hermetically sealed aluminum pans using approximately 3 – 6 mg 
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samples. Samples were heated from –50 to 160°C at a heating rate of 10°C/min (first 

heating run), cooled to –50°C at 5°C/min (cooling run), and subjected to a second heating 

from –50 to 100, 130, 145, 180, 190, and 220°C (second heating run) for F1SKL, F2SKL, 

F3SKL F1-3SKL, SKL, and F4SKL, respectively, at 10°C/min. Since the fractions differed 

in their Td, the maximum temperature in the DSC experiments was varied according to 

the Td of each fraction. The glass transition temperature (Tg) of the samples was recorded 

as the mid-point temperature of the heat capacity transition of the second heating run and 

reported as the average of 3 replicates. 

 

2.4 Suspension preparation and characterization 

MWNT suspensions were prepared by sonication of glass vials containing MWNT, 

DMF, and SKL or SKL fractions; 1 mg of lignin or lignin fraction and 3.1 mg MWNTs 

were added to 1 mL DMF in a 6 mL scintillation vial unless otherwise stated. The vial 

was placed into a cup with an immersed sonicating cone (Fisher Scientific, Sonicator 

Dismembrator, model 500) for 3 hours (sonicating program: 1 minute pulse on and 30 

seconds pulse off) at a power level of 30 W (Figure 2.1). Dispersion of the MWNTs was 

characterized by optical microscopy (Olympus BX41) and Raman spectroscopy 

(RM1000, Renishaw, Gloucestershire U.K) equipped with a 785 nm laser using a 20x 

objective and a laser power density of approximately 1.0 × 10
4
 W/cm

2
. Samples were 

mounted on a cavity glass slide and measurements were taken at 5 different spots for each 

sample. 
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Figure 2.1  Sonicating cone with clamped sample 

 

 

2.5 Solutions preparation and electrospinning 

A mixture in F4SKL:PEO weight ratio of 99:1 was used for all electrospinning 

experiments. Spinning dopes were prepared by weighing the appropriate amounts of 

F4SKL and PEO (Table 2.1, sample A) into 7 mL scintillation vials followed by the 

addition of 1 mL of DMF to reach a final total polymer concentration of 25wt%. Vials of 

these solutions were then sealed and heated in an oil bath at 80°C. The solutions were 

vortexed every 30 min while heating for 2 hr. Solutions were cooled down for 10 min 

before electrospinning. 
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In the case of solutions containing MWNTs, various concentrations of F4SKL and 

MWNTs (Table 2.1, sample B-E) were first dispersed in 1 mL DMF by sonicating (Fisher 

Scientific, Sonicator Dismembrator, model 500) for 3 hr (1 minute pulse on and 30 

seconds pulse off) at a power level of 30 W. The MWNT/F4SKL dispersions were then 

handled as per the other electrospinning samples, wherein the appropriate amount F4SKL 

and PEO were added to obtain the 25wt% total polymer concentration, the vials sealed 

and heated in an oil bath as mentioned previously. A control sample without MWNT was 

also prepare the same way using the same sonication procedure. 

 

Electrospinning was carried out in a vertical orientation using a 1 mL syringe fitted 

with a 21 G needle and the spinneret connected to a high voltage power supply 

(Glassman HighVoltage, Inc., High Bridge, NJ). The distance between the needle and the 

collector was 18 cm and a voltage of 15 kV was used (Figure 2.2). A controlled flow rate 

of 0.03 mL/min was maintained using a syringe pump (New Era Pump Systems, Inc. 

Wantagh, NY). 
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Table 2.1  Summary of MWNT concentrations in fibres and F4SKL concentrations 

sonicated in suspensions with MWNTs 

Sample A B C D E 

Amount of MWNTs in 

suspension 
N/A 

3.1 mg 12.4 mg 12.4 mg 18.6 mg 

(1wt% ) (4wt% ) (4wt% ) (6wt% ) 

Amount of F4SKL sonicated 

with MWNTs 
N/A 1 mg 1 mg 100 mg 100 mg 

Amount of F4SKL added after 

sonication, before spinning 
311 mg 307 mg 298 mg 199 mg 193 mg 

Total amount of F4SKL in 

spinning solution 

311 mg 308 mg 299 mg 299 mg 293 mg 

(99wt% ) (98wt% ) (95wt% ) (95wt% ) (93wt% ) 

Amount of PEO added in 

solution after sonication 

3.1 mg  

3.1 mg 3.1 mg 3.1 mg 3.1 mg 

(1wt% ) 

Final conc. of polymer in 

solution 

25%  

25% 25% 25% 25% 

(314 mg ) 
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Figure 2.2  Scheme of electrospinning process and the parameters 

 

 

 

2.6 Thermostabilization and carbonization 

Thermostabilization was performed using a modified gas chromatography oven 

(Hewlett Packard HP 5890 Series II) (20). The four sides of the fibre mat (7.5 cm × 10.5 

cm) were fixed onto a clamping system. The clamps were made of glass slides wrapped 

with Teflon
TM

 tape to make an “L” shape. Both sides of the mat and clamps were covered 

with a glass petri dish (Figure 2.3a). The system was heated in air from room temperature 

at 5°C/min to 250°C and held for 1 hour. The thermostabilized fibre mats were cut into 

0.5 cm × 5 cm pieces and then carbonized in a GSL1100X tube furnace (MTI corp.). 

Several pieces were stacked together and clamped at both ends using a steel 

frame-clamping rig (Figure 2.3b). The whole set was then placed into the tube furnace. 

To ensure there was no air in the system, the furnace was sealed and filled with nitrogen, 

then evacuated under vacuum (below 5 psi) and subsequently refilled with nitrogen. 
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Carbonization was achieved under a nitrogen atmosphere with the following heating 

program: 1) heat from 25°C to 250°C in 12 minutes, 2) isothermal at 250°C for 5 minutes, 

3) heat to 1000°C at 10°C/min, and 4) isothermal at 1000°C for 1 h. 

 

 

 

Figure 2.3  The clamping system for (a) thermostabilization and (b) carbonization 

process 

 

 

2.7 Fibre characterization 

Initial characterization of the fibre morphology was done through scanning electron 

microscopy (SEM; Hitachi S3000N) using gold coated samples and an accelerating 

voltage of 5 kV. Fibre diameter distributions were generated from the SEM images using 

ImageJ (U.S. National Institutes of Health) and average diameters (n=100) are reported. 

The comparison of fibre diameter was conducted by ANOVA at significance level of 0.05 

to determine differences in fibre diameter due to the independent variables. Transmission 

electron microscopy (TEM; Hitachi H7600) operating at an accelerating voltage of 100 

kV was employed to confirm the presence of MWNTs inside the as–spun, 
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thermostabilized, and carbonized fibres. Graphitization of carbon fibres and MWNTs was 

determined by X-ray diffraction (XRD, Bruker D8 Focus diffractometers equipped with a 

LynxEye detector) from 10° to 80° using a Cobalt source (λ= 1.79 Å). Carbon fibres were 

also characterized by Raman spectroscopy using a 20x objective and a laser power 

density of approximately 5.0 × 10
4
 W/cm

2
. The fibres required a lower laser intensity as 

compared to that used for the solutions (mentioned above) due to the lower spectral noise 

of the carbon fibres; for the solutions the laser power is set higher to obtain better 

resolution. Samples were loaded on a glass slide and three measurements were taken for 

each sample to confirm reproducibility. The Raman spectra were curve fit based on the 

model of Ferrari and Robertson (2000) (145). 

 

Tensile strength testing was conducted with a Kato Tech KES-G1 Micro-Tensile 

Tester. Tensile testing samples were prepared by cutting the electrospun fabrics into strips 

of approximately 1 cm × 5 cm and mounting them onto a paper frame. The samples were 

then mounted into the micro-tensile tester and the tensile strength determined by pulling 

the bottom clamp down at a rate of 0.02 cm/s and recording the voltage as a function of 

time (20 replicates). The results were then processed as reported elsewhere (82). The time 

in seconds required to break the sample was recorded and converted to displacement (mm) 

by dividing with 0.02 cm/s (elongation rate) and then converted to strain by dividing with 

gauge length. The load on the samples was computed as gram force. Ultimate tensile 

strength, Young’s modulus, % elongation at break and toughness were calculated. 

ANOVA was conducted to determine the differences of strength, moduli, elongation, and 

toughness between samples at significance level of 0.05. 
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For conductivity determination, carbonized fibres were cut into pieces of 

approximately 0.5 cm × 3.5 cm and each sample was fixed onto a glass slide by painting 

silver paint at two ends of sample (Figure 2.4). Fibre mat dimensions were determined by 

caliper measurements and the thickness was measured by optical microscopy. Samples 

were left in a fume hood overnight to let the silver paint dry.  

 

 

 

Figure 2.4  The specimens with silver paint at two ends for electrical conductivity 

measurements 
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Resistance was measured by a source meter (Keithley 2400) and the direct current 

conductivity, 𝜎, was obtained by the equation: 

 

𝜎= 𝐿/ 𝑅∙𝑡∙𝑤       (2) 

where: 

L is the length of the piece of material, R is the electrical resistance of the material, t is 

the thickness of the specimen, and w is the width of the specimen. The applied voltage 

ranged between –1 to +1 V at room temperature. Ten replicates were prepared and 

measured for each sample and the results were reported as an average. 
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3 Results and Discussion 

3.1 Lignin characterization 

Lignin is known to be a heterogeneous macromolecule, with varying lignin structure 

dependent on wood species (5), process of isolation (10) and fractionation (153). 

Therefore, SKL and other fractions (F1SKL, F2SKL, F3SKL, F1-3SKL, and F4SKL) were 

characterized by GPC-MALLS, 
1
H-NMR, 

13
C-NMR TGA, and DSC.  

 

3.1.1 GPC 

Molecular weight measurements of acetylated lignin fractions were performed by 

GPC-MALLS. The measured molecular weights of lignin fractions are listed in Table 3.1. 

F1SKL showed the smallest weight average molecular weight (Mw) and number average 

molecular weight (MN) among the fractions at ~3,500 and ~1,600. F2SKL, F3SKL, and 

F1-3SKL exhibited similar Mw at between 6,500-7,000 but distinctly different MN’s at 

3,800-4,000, 2,600-2,900 and 3,000-3,200, respectively. F4SKL exhibited both the 

highest Mw and MN as well as PDI (MW/ MN) among the fractions. Interestingly the 

F4SKL had MW and MN values significantly higher than that of the original SKL. This 

could be due to the fact that SKL is the mixture of all of the fractions F1SKL, F2SKL, 

F3SKL, and F4SKL (which is ~40% of the SKL). It may also be due to the fact that in the 

presences of the lower molecular weight fractions, F4SKL does not associate to the same 

extent as when isolated and analyzed alone.  
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Table 3.1  Molecular weights from GPC with MALLS (fractions are acetylated) (n=2) 

Fractions MW MN MW/ MN 

SKL 23,000 – 25,000 6,100 – 6,500 3.8 

F1SKL 3,200 – 3,700 1,400 – 1,800 2.2 

F2SKL 6,600 – 6,800 3,800 – 4,000 1.7 

F3SKL 6,600 – 7,000 2,600 – 2,900 2.5 

F1-3SKL 6,500 – 7,000 3,000 – 3,200 2.2 

F4SKL 34,000 – 36,000 8,000 – 10,000 3.9 

 

 

The GPC-MALLS profiles obtained from the SKL and the various SKL fractions are 

shown in Figure 3.1, along with the trend in Molar mass vs elution volume. As expected 

the molecular mass distributions of F1SKL, F2SKL and F3SKL overlapped within the 

range of F1-3SKL. The elution profiles show relatively low molar masses with 

monomodal distributions. Moreover, those of the F1SKL, F2SKL and F3SKL are well 

represented by F1-3SKL. By contrast F4SKL exhibited a multimodal distribution covering 

a very broad molar mass range. Although quite similar to that observed for the 

unfractionated SKL, the F4SKL fraction has significantly more high molar mass material, 

shoulder at ~18.5 mL elution volume / >10
5
 molar mass. Multimodal GPC distribution 

profiles with relatively large molecular masses have been widely reported for lignins; 

higher mass peaks arising from associated lignin macromolecules (152, 155-157). The 

GPC-MALLS results clearly show that there is a difference in the propensity to associate 

between the various fractions; F1SKL, F2SKL, F3SKL and F1-3SKL do not appear to form 
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any such supramolecular complexes, while F4SKL does. Therefore in this regard F1-3SKL 

appears to be a good representative sample for these lower molar mass fractions. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.1  Molecular weights of acetylated SKL, F1SKL, F2SKL, F3SKL, F1-3SKL, and 

F4SKL measured by MALLS 

 

 

The addition of salts such as lithium chloride have been shown to eliminate lignin 

association, resulting in monomodal molecular weight distribution profiles being 

obtained (158). Moreover, studies using acetylated lignins to disrupt intermolecular 

hydrogen-bonding showed no affect on the multimodal distribution, indicating that 

hydrogen bonding was not the major driving force for macromolecular association (159). 

In fact, it has been proposed that the formation of such complexes arises from  
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interactions between aromatic nuclei within lignin (158). Recently, Deng et al. (157) 

adjusted the aggregation between lignin molecules through the addition of Iodine and the 

formation of lignin-iodine complexes; electrostatic repulsions reduced the noncovalent 

orbital interactions between aromatic rings. 

 

3.1.2 FT-IR 

FT-IR analysis of non-acetylated SKL samples were measure in KBr over the range 

of 4000-600 cm
-1

 and are shown in Figure 3.2. FT-IR spectra of lignin samples were 

normalized at 1512 cm
-1

, which represents the skeletal vibration of an aromatic ring. 

Enlarged ranges between 1800 – 1550 cm
-1

 and 1550 – 900 cm
-1 

are shown in Figure 3.3. 

These two regions represent bands associated with carbonyl stretching, aromatic C-C 

vibration, and C-H vibration and deformation.  
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Figure 3.2  FT-IR spectra (4000 – 600 cm
-1

) of (a) F1SKL, (b) F2SKL, (c) F3SKL, (d) 

F1-3SKL, (e) F4SKL and (f) SKL 

 

 

 

Figure 3.3  FT-IR spectra ranging from 1800 to 1550 cm
-1

 (left) and from 1550 to 900 

cm
-1

 (right) of (a) F1SKL, (b) F2SKL, (c) F3SKL, (d) F1-3SKL, (e) F4SKL and (f) SKL 
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Peak assignment of F1SKL, F2SKL, F3SKL, F1-3SKL, F4SKL, and SKL is based on 

Boeriu et al. (160) and listed in Table 3.2.  

 

 

Table 3.2  Peak assignment in FT-IR of Kraft lignin (160) 

Wave length (cm
-1

) Functional group 

3460-3410 -OH 

2930, 2843 -CH stretching 

1703 unconjugated C=O stretching 

1600, 1512, 1460, 1427 Aromatic vibration 

1266 Guaiacyl ring and C=O stretch 

1217 C-C, C-O, C=O stretching 

1148 C-H deformation 

1032 
C-H vibration associated with C-O, C-C, 

and C-OH 

854, 817 C-H vibration 

  

 

F1SKL exhibited a relatively higher intensity of carbonyl groups than the other 

fractions, which appeared to decrease with increasing fractionation number; the relative 

intensities being 0.31 (F1SKL) > 0.28 (F2SKL) > 0.24 (F3SKL) and (F4SKL). The peak 

between 1150 – 1100 cm
-1

 corresponding to deformations of C-H bonds in guaiacyl rings 

are slightly different between SKL fractions and may indicate a more condensed and 

complex aromatic substitution pattern in the F4SKL. However, the characteristics of the 

aromatic ring vibrations (the region between 1625 – 1400 cm
-1

), C=O/C-C/C-O 

stretching (the region between 1400 – 1200 cm
-1

), and aromatic C-H deformation 

vibrations (the region between 1050 – 800 cm
-1

) appear quite similar between fractions. 
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Overall, with the exceptions noted above, FTIR analysis of the various fractions appears 

to indicate that the functional groups do not exhibit large differences or shifting between 

fractions. 

 

3.1.3 1
H-NMR 

Based on FT-IR, it was difficult to quantify the functional groups of each fraction. 

Therefore, a more detailed comparison was conducted using NMR. The 
1
H-NMR 

spectrum of SKL is shown in Figure 3.4. The regions between 2.6-2.2 ppm and 2.18-1.6 

ppm correspond to the acetyl methyl groups on the phenolic and aliphatic hydroxyl 

groups (OH), respectively.  

 

 

 

Figure 3.4  
1
H-NMR spectrum of acetylated SKL with internal standard 

(4-nitrobenzaldehyde) in CDCl3. 

CDCl3 

Aromatic 

OCH3 

OCOCH3 
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The amount of phenolic and aliphatic hydroxyl groups in each of the SKL fractions 

determined from 
1
H-NMR is listed in Table 3.3. In general the lower molecular mass 

fractions, F1SKL, F3SKL, and F1-3SKL in particular contained higher total OH contents 

(8.36, 7.22, and 8.27 mmol/g, respectively) than F4SKL (7.16 mmol/g). As well they 

(F1SKL, F2SKL, F3SKL, and F1-3SKL) had more phenolic hydroxyl groups and less 

aliphatic hydroxyl groups than the F4SKL fraction; F1SKL, F2SKL, and F3SKL contained 

~3 mmol/g of aliphatic hydroxyl groups as compared to ~4.3 mmol/g for the F4SKL and 

~3.7-5 mmol/g versus 2.8 mmol/g phenolic hydroxyl groups.  

 

 

Table 3.3  Phenolic and aliphatic hydroxyl groups contents of lignin fractions based on 
1
H-NMR of acetylated samples 

Sample Phenolic OH (mmol/g) Aliphatic OH (mmol/g) Total OH (mmol/g) 

SKL 3.75 ± 0.23 3.70 ± 0.12 7.45 

F1SKL 4.98 ± 0.65 3.38 ± 0.31 8.36 

F2SKL 3.77 ± 0.08 3.00 ± 0.15 6.77 

F3SKL 4.33 ± 0.50 2.89 ± 0.39 7.22 

F1-3SKL 4.46 ± 0.44 3.81 ± 0.23 8.27 

F4SKL 2.82 ± 0.15 4.34 ± 0.35 7.16 
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3.1.4 13
C-NMR 

Further structural information was obtained through quantitative 
13

C-NMR (150). 

However, due to the fact that each quantitative 
13

C-NMR experiment takes between 

24-48 hours it was decided to use F1-3SKL as a representative sample for the lower 

molecular mass fractions (recall that the molecular weight distribution, functional groups 

as determined by FT-IR, as well as the phenolic and aliphatic OH contents were found to 

be similar between F1SKL, F2SKL, F3SKL and F1-3SKL). Figure 3.5 and Figure 3.6 show 

the quantitative 
13

C-NMR of acetylated F1-3SKL (AceF1-3SKL) and acetylated F4SKL 

(AceF4SKL). The corresponding peak assignments are listed in Table 3.4. 
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Figure 3.5  Quantitative 
13

C-NMR spectrum (0 - 200 ppm) of acetylated F1-3SKL, the 

area between 95-180 ppm is enlarged 
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Figure 3.6  Quantitative 
13

C-NMR spectrum (0 - 200 ppm) of acetylated F4SKL, the area 

between 95-180 ppm is enlarged 
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Table 3.4  Signal assignment in the 
13

C-NMR of acetylated F1-3SKL and acetylated 

F4SKL (8, 153) 

no. F1-3SKL F4SKL Assignment 
amount (per Ar) 

(F1-3SKL/F4SKL) 

1 179.9 - C4 in -1 0.02/ - 

2 170.5 170.5 Primary aliphatic C=O 0.30/0.33 

3 169.8 169.8 Secondary aliphatic C=O 0.17/0.22 

4 168.6 168.6 Aromatic C=O 0.70/0.64 

5 162-148 162-148 

C-3 (except in -1/-5), 

C-5 (in 4-0-5), C-4 in 

conjugated CO/COOR 

etherified units, C-α in 

coniferaldehyde 

0.83/0.86 

6 144.5-142.5 144.1-142.5 
C-3 in -5, C-4 in 

conjugated diaryl ether 
0.11/0.17 

7 88.1-86.0 88.1-86.0 C-α in β-5 0.02/0.04 

8 86-83 86-83 C-α in  and DBDO 0.02/0.03 

9 81.3-78.1 81.2-77.1 C- in DBDO 0.08/0.17 

10 77.2-72.4 77.2-72.4 α-OH/β-O-4 0.13/0.19 

11 56.3 56.3 -OCH3 0.80/0.86 

12 54.3 54.3 C-β in β-β 0.03/0.07 

13 51.1-48.6 51.1-48.7 C-β in β-5 and β-1 0.10/0.11 

14 32.8-30.8 32.7-30.3 
C-α in dihydroconiferyl 

alcohol 
0.07/0.07 

     

Clusters 

 125-102 CAr-H 2.26/2.19 

 90-58 Alk-O 0.72/1.08 

 90-77 Alk-O-Ar, α-O-Alk 0.20/0.33 

 77-65 -O-Alk, OHsec 0.28/0.42 

 65-58 OHprim 0.24/0.32 
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Comparison of the two spectra reveals clear differences in the chemical structure of 

the two respective lignin fractions. First there is the clear appearance of peaks at 175 and 

180 ppm (0.02/Ar) in the AceF1-3SKL that are not present in the AceF4SKL. These 

correspond to the C4 position in -1 structures and unconjugated aliphatic ester carbonyl 

groups. The region between 170.5-169.8 ppm and the peak at 169 ppm, which correspond 

to acetate carbonyl groups associated with primary/secondary aliphatic and aromatic 

hydroxyl groups, respectively, also differ with the amounts of both primary and 

secondary carbonyl groups from the acetylated groups in AceF4SKL being higher than in 

AceF1-3SKL (Table 3.4); 0.55/Ar for AceF4SKL versus 0.47/Ar for AceF1-3SKL. Similarly, 

the aromatic hydroxyl content was lower in the AceF4SKL (0.64/Ar) as compared to that 

of the AceF1-3SKL (0.70/Ar). These results are consistent with those obtained from 

1
H-NMR. The region between 144.5-142.5 that corresponds to C-3 in -5 and C-4 in 

conjugated diaryl ether is higher in AceF4SKL (0.17/Ar) than AceF1-3SKL (0.11/Ar). 

 

In the aliphatic region, Cα in pinoresinol and DBDO (the peak at 85.1 ppm) is higher 

in AceF1-3SKL (0.02/Ar) than AceF4SKL (0.03/Ar). AceF4SKL (0.17/Ar) exhibits higher 

Cβ in DBDO (81-77 ppm) than AceF1-3SKL (0.08/Ar). As well Cα in β-aryl ethers is also 

higher in AceF4SKL (0.03/Ar) than AceF1-3SKL (0.02/Ar).The α-OH/β-O-4 is also higher 

in AceF4SKL (0.19/Ar) than in AceF1-3SKL (0.13/Ar) as is the methoxyl group content in 

AceF4SKL (0.86/Ar) as compared to AceF1-3SKL (0.80/Ar). AceF4SKL exhibited higher 

C-β in pinoresinal at 54.3 ppm (0.07/Ar) than AceF1-3SKL (0.03/Ar). These results 

support those observed from GPC analysis with the F4SKL containing more of the 

traditional lignin linkages and may result in differing intermolecular interactions with 

MWNTs as compared to F1-3SKL. 
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Estimations of the various lignin moieties were also made using the quantitative 

13
C-NMR data (8). The amount of phenylcoumaran was estimated by integrating the 

region from 88-86 ppm to be 0.04/Ar for AceF4SKL and 0.02/Ar for AceF1-3SKL. These 

integrals were then used to determine the -1 (0.09/Ar and 0.09/Ar) structures in the 

AceF4SKL and AceF1-3SKL by subtracting the phenylcoumaran integrals from 50-48 ppm. 

Most notable was the difference in the amount of β-O-4/-OH linkages between the two 

fractions. Using the method of Capanema et al. (8) integrating the resonance at 77-72.5 

ppm and correcting for some minor moieties, the amount of β-O-4/-OH linkages per 

Aromatic unit was calculated to be 0.068/Ar in the F4SKL while only 0.006/Ar in the 

F1-3SKL. These values are lower than that reported for milled wood lignin (0.36/Ar) (8), 

as our moieties such as phenylcoumaran at 0.09/Ar. This could due to the Kraft pulping 

process which primarily degrades β-O-4 linkages and substantially modifies the native 

lignin structure.  

 

3.1.5 Thermal analysis 

SKL, F1SKL, F2SKL, F3SKL, F1-3SKL, and F4SKL were characterized in terms of 

thermal and structural characteristics. As depicted in Figure 3.7 the TGA degradation 

profiles show that the residual weight of all of the lignin fractions with the exception of 

F1SKL is around 45% at 600ºC, that of F1SKL being only 20%. 
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Figure 3.7  Thermograms of the various lignin fractions showing weight loss profiles as 

a function of temperature. 

 

 

Also included in Figure 3.7 is an enlarged display of the temperature region wherein 

5% weight loss occurs. F4SKL had a higher Td (260ºC) than SKL (242ºC), F1-3SKL 

(234ºC), F3SKL (223ºC), F2SKL (212ºC), and F1SKL (182ºC). Table 3.5 lists the 

average (of 3 replicates) Td and the peak maxima temperatures obtained from the DTGA 

curves (Figure 3.8). 
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Table 3.5  DTGA peak maxima and 95% decomposition (Td) temperatures obtained for 

the various lignin fractions 

 Deriv. Weight loss 95% decomp (Td) 

SKL 388.5 ± 4.4 241.7 ± 4.3 

F4SKL 390.7 ± 1.9 259.9 ± 4.3 

F1-3SKL 371.5 ± 1.1 234.4 ± 1.1 

F3SKL 355.9 ± 1.1 222.9 ± 2.5 

F2SKL 

336.0 ± 6.1 

352.4 ± 2.3 

 382.6 ± 10.5 

212.1 ± 1.5 

F1SKL 
277.9 ± 1.1 

366.0 ± 3.5 
181.8 ± 1.6 

 

 

 

Figure 3.8  Derivative of weight loss as a function of temperature for samples of (a) 

F1SKL, (b) F2SKL, (c) F3SKL, (d) F1-3SKL, (e) F4SKL and (f) SKL  
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All of the lignin fractions showed a broad DTGA curve with various shoulders. The 

DTGA curves of SKL and F4SKL were very similar with a broad major peak at around 

390ºC. In the case of the SKL a weak shoulder at around 300ºC was also observed. In the 

F1-3SKL the main peak decreased to ~ 371ºC and a more pronounced shoulder was 

observed at ~ 270ºC. In the case of F3SKL the major peak further decreased to ~ 360ºC as 

did the shoulder to ~ 250ºC. Both the F2SKL and F1SKL fractions exhibited multimodal 

decomposition profiles indicating the presence of a variety of components or linkages. 

The F2SKL profile had a significantly higher main peak at 382ºC, comparable to that of 

SKL and F4SKL and two weaker shoulders between 336-352ºC. A very distinct bimodal 

decomposition was observed in the F1SKL with main peaks at ~ 260 and 370 ºC. These 

results clearly show that F1SKL, F2SKL, F3SKL and F1-3SKL are enriched in components 

that degrade at much lower temperatures than those of F4SKL. 

 

DSC curves for each of the lignin fractions are plotted in Figure 3.9. Since the 

fractions differed in their Td, the maximum temperatures used in the DSC experiments 

were varied according to the Td of each fraction in order not to decompose the samples in 

the instrument. As expected the F1SKL exhibited the lowest Tg at 58ºC followed by 

F2SKL at 91ºC, F3SKL at 106ºC, and F4SKL at 205ºC. The SKL Tg was 154ºC and 

interestingly that of the F1-3SKL was 117ºC, higher than any of the component F1 – F3 

fractions, potentially indicating strong interactions between the various fractions in the 

F1-3SKL (161). The F4SKL fraction exhibited the highest Tg among the 6 fractions, 

consistent with the measured Td. According to the TGA and DSC results, the F4SKL has a 

higher thermal stability and lower thermal mobility among the various fractions. This 

could imply that at higher temperature (such as 250 ºC of thermostabilization) it would 
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have less impact and degradation to F4SKL based fibre than other fractions. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.9  DSC profiles for the various lignin fractions (a) F4SKL, (b) SKL, (c) 

F1-3SKL, (d) F3SKL, (e) F2SKL, and (f) F1SKL 

 

 

3.2 Effect of lignin fractions on dispersion of MWNTs 

From the characterization results it is evident that the different lignin fractions 

possess different molecular weights and degrees of lignin association, have differing 

amounts of aliphatic and phenolic hydroxyl groups, as well as different thermal mobility 

and stability. Therefore it is reasonable to assume that these differences might lead to 

differing abilities to interact and thereby disperse MWNTs. To investigate this and better 

study the mechanism by which lignin may disperse MWNTs, suspensions were prepared 

using varying amounts of MWNTs and the various and the dispersability characterized. 
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3.2.1 Optical images of MWNT suspensions 

The effect of SKL and the various SKL fractions on the dispersion of MWNTs in 

DMF is shown in Figure 3.10. The optical micrographs clearly show that the MWNTs 

sonicated in the DMF alone are not well dispersed forming large aggregated flocs. 

However, in the presence of SKL a more uniform well-dispersed suspension is produced. 

Interestingly, the various SKL fractions behave quite differently. Suspensions sonicated 

with F1SKL, F2SKL, or F3SKL had large MWNTs agglomerates similar to those observed 

in the absence of lignin. Not surprisingly similar results were obtained for F1-3SKL. 

Interestingly, the suspensions containing F4SKL appear very well dispersed. In fact, 

comparing the various optical images it appears that the relative apparent size of MWNT 

agglomerates in the F4SKL is smaller than those obtained using the unfractionated SKL. 

i.e. F4SKL better facilitates the dispersion of MWNTs than unfractionated SKL. These 

observations reveal that the different lignin fractions affect the extent of to which 

MWNTs can be dispersed, and that F4SKL is likely the dominate fraction within SKL that 

can favorably interact with and disperse MWNTs. 
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Figure 3.10  Optical microscope images of MWNT suspensions sonicated in DMF (a) 

without lignin and with (b) SKL (c) F1SKL (d) F2SKL (e) F3SKL (f) F1-3SKL (g) F4SKL 

at 40x, 100x, and 200x magnification. 
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GPC-MALLS results showed that there was a clear difference in the propensity of 

the lignin fractions to associate into larger macromolecular complexes (Figure 3.1). Only 

the F4SKL fraction showed the classic multimodal distribution typically associated with 

macromolecular association (152, 155-157). As our analyses were performed on 

acetylated samples in THF, it is unlikely hydrogen bonding is driving the association 

(152), rather electrostatic aromatic interactions are (157, 158). Therefore, our results 

indicate that associations due to the interaction between aromatic rings are less 

pronounced in F1SKL F2SKL, F3SKL, and F1-3SKL as compared to F4SKL. As these are 

the same types of interactions reported to occur between CNTs (149) this may be a major 

driving force for their dispersion in the presence of lignin. It has been shown that lignins, 

although moderately soluble in DMF, form compact spherical structures indicative of 

macromolecular association (162). Since we observed a pronounced difference in the 

ability of the lignin fractions to disperse MWNTs in DMF, association or the underlying 

lignin interactions that cause association may play an important role in facilitating the 

dispersion of MWNTs. Specifically, during sonication the respective associations are 

disrupted and new interactions between lignin and MWNTs are formed; Propensity and 

extent depending largely on lignin structure. Further evidence supporting the role of 

hydrogen bonding in the dispersion of MWNTs by SKL was not evident. Although 

aliphatic hydroxyl groups form stronger intermolecular hydrogen bonds in lignin than 

phenolic hydroxyl groups (154), both F1-3SKL and F4SKL have approximately the same 

amount of aliphatic hydroxyl groups; indicating that hydrogen bonding between lignin 

and polar groups on the MWNT surfaces are less important than π--interactions.  
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Thus these results support that π-interactions and lignin structure likely play an 

important role in dispersing MWNTs. The association of F4SKL, which is not observed in 

F1-3SKL, and the larger molecule structure of F4SKL than the other fractions indicate 

such π-interactions are more favored in this fraction. This may lead to F4SKL interacting 

with the MWNTs through such interactions, and perhaps even physically preventing van 

der Waals attractions between MWNTs and the resulting reaggregate after sonication, i.e. 

F4SKL self-association on the surfaces of the MWNTs. Moreover the F1SKL F2SKL, 

F3SKL, and F1-3SKL fractions, which do not self-associate into large supramolecular 

complexes, do not form such π-interaction with MWNTs and as such are not large enough 

to block such π-interactions between MWNTs. To better quantify the difference between 

SKL, F4SKL and the other fractions in terms of MWNT dispersion, Raman spectroscopy 

was used. 

 

3.2.2 Raman spectroscopy to analyze the dispersion of MWNT suspensions with 

various softwood Kraft lignin fractions 

Raman spectroscopy has been used to characterize single-walled CNT dispersions in 

organic solvents (147-149). According to these studies the intensity of the tangential 

mode of carbon atoms that correspond to the stretching mode in the graphite plane, G 

band (IG), located between 1500 and 1630 cm
-1

 increases with concentration (149) and 

enhanced dispersion (147). Similarly, the aggregation of CNTs show differences in the 

radial breathing mode (RBM) region or D band (ID), known as the disordered or defect 

mode, usually located between 1330 and 1360 cm
-1

 (148). Therefore, by comparing the 

relative intensities of these two bands (IG/ID), a more quantitative assessment of MWNT 

dispersion can be made.  
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The results obtained from Raman spectroscopy are shown in Figure 3.11. As 

expected the MWNT suspensions, which appeared more dispersed in the optical images 

displayed higher G band intensity compared to the D band (IG/ID). The MWNT 

suspensions sonicated with SKL and F4SKL were visually dispersed and exhibited a 

higher G band intensity compared to the D band, where the ratios of G band to D band 

intensities (IG/ID) were 0.67 and 0.98, for SKL and F4SKL respectively. By contrast 

suspensions with F1SKL, F2SKL, F3SKL, and F1-3SKL exhibited weaker G band 

intensities and were visually aggregated. Table 3.6 lists the intensities of the D band (ID), 

G band (IG), and IG/ID ratios of the MWNTs suspensions with and without lignin. The 

data reveals a possible correlation between aggregation of MWNTs and IG/ID ratio; in fact 

the suspensions sonicated with F4SKL visually appear dispersed and exhibit 8 times 

higher IG/ID ratios than suspensions sonicated without lignin. 
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Figure 3.11  Raman spectra (1150 - 1800 cm
-1

) of 1 mL DMF-MWNTs suspensions 

sonicated with 1mg SKL fractions. (a) DMF+MWNT, (b) DMF+MWNT+SKL, (c) 

DMF+MWNT+F1SKL, (d) DMF+MWNT+F2SKL, (e) DMF+MWNT+F3SKL, (f) 

DMF+MWNT+F1-3SKL, (g) DMF+MWNT+F4SKL 
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Table 3.6  D band, G band, and IG/ID ratios of MWNTs suspensions (3.1 mg = 1 wt%) 

sonicated with various lignin fractions 

Sample (MWNT/lignin) D band (cm
-1

) G band (cm
-1

) IG/ID 

3.1 mg /1mgSKL 1323 1584 0.67±0.13 

3.1 mg /1mgF1SKL 1338 1584 0.12±0.14 

3.1 mg /1mgF2SKL 1335 1581 0.16±0.04 

3.1 mg /1mgF3SKL 1336 1584 0.37±0.07 

3.1 mg /1mgF1-3SKL 1338 1579 0.12±0.09 

3.1 mg /1mgF4SKL 1322 1586 0.98±0.14 

3.1 mg /without lignin 1333 1582 0.12±0.09 

 

 

Further evidence supporting the correlation between dispersal of MWNTs and the 

intensities of D and G band was found by varying the concentration of F4SKL in MWNTs 

suspensions (Figure 3.12). 
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Figure 3.12  Raman spectra  (1150 - 1800 cm
-1

) of DMF and MWNTs suspensions 

contained (a) 6.2 mg, (b) 9.3 mg, (c) 12.4 mg, (d) 15.5 mg MWNTs sonicated with 1 mg 

F4SKL and (e) 12.4 mg, (f) 15.5 mg, (g) 18.6 sonicated with 10 mg F4SKL in 1 mL DMF. 

 

 

Further evidence supporting the correlation between aggregation of MWNTs and 

IG/ID ratio was found by varying the concentration of F4SKL in MWNTs suspensions. 

Specifically, suspensions of varying concentrations of both F4SKL and MWNTs were 

prepared and the limitations of dispersion were determined by visual evaluation and 

Raman spectroscopy. The positions of the G and D bands as well as the IG/ID are listed in 

Table 3.7. The maximum MWNTs concentration that could be dispersed with 1 mg 

F4SKL as measured by Raman spectroscopy was 12.4 mg of MWNTs (Figure 3.12). 

Beyond 12.4 mgs of MWNTs the suspensions with 1 mg F4SKL start to aggregate, as 
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seen by the spectrograph of samples prepared with 15.5 mg MWNT (Figure 3.12d). In 

addition, the aggregated suspensions have broader D bands and shift to higher 

wavenumbers, similar to that observed in suspensions sonicated with lignin fractions 

F1SKL, F2SKL, F3SKL and F1-3SKL (Figure 3.11). 

 

 

Table 3.7  D band, G band, and IG/ID ratios of MWNTs suspensions with varied MWNTs 

concentrations sonicated with different F4SKL concentrations 

Sample (MWNT/F4SKL) D band (cm
-1

) G band (cm
-1

) IG/ID 

18.6 mg (=6 wt%)/10 mg 1316 1586 1.25±0.10 

15.5 mg (=5 wt%)/10 mg 1320 1582 1.08±0.08 

12.4 mg (=4 wt%) /10 mg 1315 1586 1.28±0.07 

15.5 mg (=5 wt%) /1 mg 1336 1582 0.38±0.05 

12.4 mg (=4 wt%) /1 mg 1320 1587 1.28±0.14 

9.3 mg (=3 wt%)/1 mg 1312 1585 1.20±0.13 

6.2 mg (=2 wt%) /1 mg 1320 1588 1.15±0.06 

 

 

Increasing the F4SKL concentration from 1 to 10 mg further increased the 

concentration of MWNT that could be dispersed in DMF. Using 10 mg F4SKL the IG/ID 

ratio of the dispersions containing 15.5 mg of MWNTs (Figure 3.12f) increased from 

0.38 (measured with 1 mg F4SKL) to 1.08. Moreover, when sonicated with 10 mg F4SKL 

in 1 mL DMF the concentration of MWNTs that could be successfully dispersed 
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increased to 18.6 mg MWNTs. 

 

A potential explanation for the observed results is that when carbon nanotubes form 

bundles and aggregates, the contribution of the outer layers of MWNTs is likely higher 

than the inner graphite layers. Since the MWNTs used in this study were oxidized, it 

could be that the outer layers have more defects introduced into the carbon lattice despite 

the inner layers retaining a higher quality graphitic structure. In CNTs, it is known that 

the D band is also activated by the presence of heteroatoms, vacancies, grain boundaries, 

and other defects (145, 146). Thus, when MWNTs are more dispersed the incident laser 

would have a greater chance to detect the inner layers of the MWNTs, which may exhibit 

higher graphitization and result in a higher G band intensity; decrease in G band intensity 

has been previously reported for suspensions of bundled CNTs (147). Another possibility 

is that portions of the outer shell carbon lattice with a high degree of graphitic structure 

are the portions which are hidden in the MWNT aggregates. It has been reported that 

chemical modification opens the ends of CNTs (163). It may be that the higher D band 

observed comes from the ends of MWNTs protruding outward from MWNT aggregates 

while the more graphitic lattice occurring along the long axis of the MWNTs remains 

buried in large aggregates where they are less accessible to the incident laser beam. 

 

Oxidization of CNTs form functional groups on their surface and help increase the 

dispersion of CNTs in DMF. After sonication, the oxidized CNTs may be moderately 

dispersed in DMF through intermolecular hydrogen bonding with the CNT surface 

carboxylic acid groups, as well as through van der Waals interactions arising from the 

dipolar polarization of DMF (164). However, as the system is allowed to equilibrate 
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re-aggregation of the CNTs occurs, as the attractive forces between CNTs are stronger 

than the dispersive forces of DMF. A similar phenomenon occurs in lignin/DMF 

solutions; lignin readily dissolves in DMF (162), but large macromolecular assembles 

form due to intra- and intermolecular  interactions between aromatic rings in lignin 

(158); i.e. the same as those reported for CNTs. Therefore, when lignin is added to the 

CNT/DMF system a complex system of intermolecular interactions involving 

lignin-lignin, CNT-CNT and lignin-CNT exist. Moreover, as the surfaces of the CNTs 

become “coated” with lignin, lignin-lignin association may occur leading to larger 

supramolecular complexes that physically block and preclude the attraction of CNTs, 

thus maintaining CNT dispersion. These complex intra- and intermolecular interactions 

leading to CNT dispersion is dependent on the lignin fraction, or lignin structure used. 

 

3.3 Correlation between the degree of dispersion of MWNTs suspensions and 

electrospinning 

The formation of a stable jet is critical to obtaining uniform fibres during 

electrospinning. In initial electrospinning experiments, it was evident that aggregation of 

MWNT in the spinning solution resulted in poor stability of the electrospinning process. 

To illustrate the effect of aggregated suspensions on the electrospinning process, 

electrospun fabrics were obtained from dispersed and aggregated MWNT suspensions, 

and are shown in Figure 3.13. Figure 3.13a shows the fabric produced from F4SKL/PEO 

(99:1) without addition of MWNTs. It was shown that F1-3SKL was less effective in 

dispersing MWNTs as compared to F4SKL, therefore dispersed and aggregated MWNT 

suspensions were prepared by sonicating MWNTs (12.4 mg) with 1 mg of F4SKL and 

F1-3SKL, respectively in 1 mL of DMF followed by the addition of F4SKL and PEO to 
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achieve the 25 wt% concentration needed for electrospinning (SKL wt% + PEO wt% + 

MWNT wt% = 25). The electrospun fabrics produced from the MWNTs dispersed in 

F4SKL are uniform and continuous (Figure 3.13b), while those using F1-3SKL show 

extensive electrospraying (Figure 3.13c), and a complete fabric could not be obtained. In 

addition, the darker fibre using F4SKL to disperse MWNTs (compare to the fibres without 

addition of MWNTs) indicates the success of incorporating MWNTs in fibres. While the 

fibre using F1-3SKL sprayed a lot with MWNTs particles (the dark part in the middle of 

collector) and with lighter color compared with fibres using F4SKL. This shows that less 

MWNTs incorporating into fibres when using F1-3SKL such that formed lighter fibre 

colour. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.13  Images of electrospun fibres produced from (a) F4SKL/PEO (99:1) DMF 

solutions without MWNTs and F4SKL/PEO (96:1) DMF solutions containing 3wt% 

MWNT suspensions which sonicated with (b) F4SKL and (c) F1-3SKL. Total polymer 

concentration = 25wt% 

 

 

Similar results were obtained when the concentration of MWNTs was increased 

beyond a critical limit. Although increasing the MWNT concentration from 9.3 mg to 

12.4 mg in the presence of 1 mg of F4SKL did not affect electrospinning, a further 

increase to 15.5 mg resulted in electrospraying and poor fibre formation (similar to 
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Figure 3.13c). Increasing the amount of F4SKL during sonication allowed for higher 

MWNT concentration suspensions to be obtained.  

 

Raman spectroscopy was shown be useful to evaluate the dispersion of MWNTs in 

SKL/DMF solutions by comparing the intensities of the G- and D-bands, IG/ID ratio. The 

G band representing the complete graphitization and purity of CNTs and carbon fibres 

and the D band representing disorder or defects (145, 146). Dispersed MWNTs solution 

would result in stronger G band while aggregated suspension would show a low G band 

intensity. Investigated the correlation between the amount of F4SKL and MWNTs 

dispersion we observed that in the samples prepared with 1 mg F4SKL increasing the 

MWNT concentration from 6.2 mg to 12.4 mg formed dispersed MWNT suspensions. 

However, at 15.5 mg MWNT, the Raman spectrum appeared poorly resolved with a clear 

shift in the G- and D-bands observed and the solution was visually aggregated. This 

likely indicates the transition from the dispersed state at ~12.4 mg MWNT to one in 

which the suspensions starts to aggregate at ~ 15.5 mg MWNT. Increasing the F4SKL 

content to 10 mg allowed 15.5 mg MWNT suspensions dispersed. At the higher F4SKL 

content (10 mg) the MWNTs suspension concentration could be increased to 18.6 mg 

MWNTs in 1 mL DMF and still maintain a satisfactory IG/ID ~ 1.2. Increasing the amount 

of MWNTs to 21.7 mg in 10 mg F4SKL solution formed visually agglomerates (data not 

shown) therefore 18.6 mg MWNTs was chosen as the highest concentration for this 

dispersion system. 
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Although a clear relationship between MWNT dispersion and electrospinning was 

found (vide infra) an unexpected behavior was observed as the content of lignin used to 

increase the amount of MWNT dispersed was increased. At 12.4 mg or 4 wt% MWNTs in 

the final fibre, both the 1 mg and 10 mg F4SKL dispersion systems could form 

continuous fibres. However, when the MWNT content was increased to 18.6 mg or 6 

wt% based on final fibre weight both the 1 mg and 10 mg F4SKL dispersion systems 

formed droplets and even electrospray (1 mg dispersion system) during electrospinning. 

This instability in the electrospinning process in the 10 mg F4SKL dispersion system 

occurred despite the MWNTs being well dispersed. Interestingly, when the amount of 

F4SKL was increased to 100 mg (~ 1/3 of the total lignin) or further to 293 mg (or 100% 

of the total lignin used), stable electrospinning was obtained at the 6 wt% MWNT content. 

The higher amounts of F4SKL better facilitates MWNT dispersion as more lignin is 

available to interact with the MWNT, thereby decreasing the possibility of agglomerate 

formation and leading to the more stable electrospinning process. Further increasing the 

MWNT content to 21.7 mg or 7 wt% in 100 mg F4SKL dispersion system again resulted 

in droplets and electrospraying, and prohibited the collection of fibre mats (this was not 

surprising as it was a visually aggregated suspension). Therefore, the highest 

concentration of MWNTs used to study the impact on fibre properties and ensure the 

stability of the electrospinning process was 6wt% MWNTs for the 100 mg F4SKL 

dispersion system, and 4wt% MWNTs when comparing to the 1 mg F4SKL dispersion 

system. 
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3.4 Fibre morphology 

SEM images of as-spun, thermostabilized, and carbonized fibres produced with and 

without MWNTs are shown in Figure 3.14. The fibre diameter was manually measured 

and listed in Table 3.8. A distinct difference in fibre morphology is apparent between the 

various fibres. Fibres with MWNTs curled after carbonization whereas no such 

morphology changes occurred in fibres without MWNTs. This is likely due to the 

difference in the extent of shrinking between F4SKL and MWNTs (90, 104). 

 

 

Table 3.8  Average diameter of fibres with varying MWNTs concentration at different 

heating stages (nm) (n=100) (The same alphabet labeled after data means no significant 

differences between groups) 

Sample As-spun Thermostabilized Carbonized 

A) 0 wt% MWNT 
977 ± 112

c
 786 ± 96

c
 639 ± 75

c
 

B) 1 wt% MWNTs 
930 ± 98

c
 784 ± 90

c
 596 ± 65

d
 

C) 4 wt% MWNTs (1 mg F4SKL) 
769 ± 98

d
 730 ± 77

d
 579 ± 84

d
 

D) 4wt% MWNTs (100 mg F4SKL) 
1305 ± 129

a
 864 ± 102

b
 722 ± 42

b
 

E) 6wt% MWNT 
1170 ± 141

b
 1107 ± 96

a
 816 ± 91

a
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Figure 3.14  SEM images of as-spun, thermostabilized and carbonized fibres of sample 

A to E. (A: F4SKL:PEO:MWNT =99:1:0; B: F4SKL:PEO:MWNT = 98:1:1; C: 

F4SKL:PEO:MWNT = 95:1:4 (sonicated with 1 mg F4SKL); D: F4SKL:PEO:MWNT = 

95:1:4 (sonicated with 100 mg F4SKL); E: F4SKL:PEO:MWNT = 93:1:6) 
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The fibre diameters of the electrospun fibres decreased with increasing MWNT 

content from 977 nm (sample A – no MWNT) to 769 nm (sample C – 4 wt% MWNT; 1 

mg F4SKL). This trend was also observed in the thermostabilized and carbonized fibre 

diameters (Table 3.8). Interestingly, when the F4SKL content used to disperse the MWNT 

was increased from 1 mg to 100 mg a significant increase in fibre diameter was observed; 

769 nm (sample C – 1 mg F4SKL/4 wt% MWNT) vs 1305 nm (sample D – 100 mg 

F4SKL/4 wt% MWNT). This increase in fibre diameter may be a result of higher 

spinning solution viscosities arising from a more dispersed and interconnected network 

structure. It is known that electrospun fibre diameter is influenced by solution viscosity 

(73, 74), and it has been reported that CNTs can lead to physical contacts between 

unentangled particles in fluids, forming three-dimensional networks such that the 

viscosity of the suspension increases (165).  

 

The presence of MWNTs in the fibres was confirmed through TEM. The MWNTs 

are clearly visible as darker tubular structures embedded in the lignin fibre (Figure 3.15). 

The outer diameter of MWNTs measured from TEM images was ranging from 30 to 60 

nm. Due to the large diameter of the F4SKL based fibres, thinner fibres were selected to 

show the presence of MWNTs within the fibre. Therefore, the fibre diameters shown in 

the TEM images are not representative of the actual fibre diameters. Images of 

thermostabilized and carbonized fibres containing 4 wt% MWNT show MWNTs 

protruding out of the ends of fractured fibres. This illustrates MWNT pullout during 

fracture, indicating poor interfacial interaction between the fibre matrix and the MWNTs 

(125). Interestingly, this MWNT pullout occurred only in the thermostabilized, and 

carbonized fibres, and was not observed in the as-spun fibres. This may indicate that 
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during the thermal processing changes in the lignin structure and resulting properties 

decrease the interaction/compatability with the MWNTs. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.15  TEM images of (a) as-spun (b) thermostabilized and (c) carbonized fibres 

with varied MWNTs concentration. (A: F4SKL:PEO:MWNT =99:1:0; B: 

F4SKL:PEO:MWNT = 98:1:1; C: F4SKL:PEO:MWNT = 95:1:4 (sonicated with 1 mg 

F4SKL); D: F4SKL:PEO:MWNT = 95:1:4 (sonicated with 100 mg F4SKL); E: 

F4SKL:PEO:MWNT = 93:1:6) 
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3.5 Determination of the graphitization of lignin based carbon fibre by X-ray 

diffraction (XRD) and Raman spectroscopy 

XRD was carried out to characterize the graphitization of carbon fibres. Figure 3.16 

shows representative XRD patterns of the various samples A-E along with that of the 

MWNT. In the MWNTs, the sharp peak at 30.4° corresponds to the diffraction of highly 

ordered graphite (002) and the other two peaks correspond to the lattice planes (100) and 

(004) at 50.4° and 63.3°, respectively. (166) The corresponded interatomic spacing of the 

planes is also labeled in Figure 3.16. The graphite (002) peak was also apparent in the 

SKL-based carbon fibres which contained MWNTs confirming their presence in the 

carbon fibres (167). As expected the peak intensity increased with MWNTs concentration 

(Figure 3.16) (90, 168). 
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Figure 3.16  XRD pattern of carbon fibres containing different MWNTs concentration 

(A-E) and plain MWNTs. (A: F4SKL:PEO:MWNT =99:1:0; B: F4SKL:PEO:MWNT = 

98:1:1; C: F4SKL:PEO:MWNT = 95:1:4 (sonicated with 1 mg F4SKL); D: 

F4SKL:PEO:MWNT = 95:1:4 (sonicated with 100 mg F4SKL); E: F4SKL:PEO:MWNT = 

93:1:6) 

 

 

The broad band in the SKL-based samples from 15 – 33° is from amorphous carbon 

suggesting that the lignin-based carbon fibre was still amorphous after heating to 1000°C. 

This band appears to have a bimodal pattern, however extending the scanning time (data 

not shown) did not increase the resolution or lower the signal to noise ratio to clarify this. 

The amorphous carbon band did not shift with increasing MWNTs concentration or the 

presence of MWNTs (Figure 3.16) and the diffraction patterns show no significant 
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difference between fibres with varied MWNTs concentrations. This suggests that the 

interatomic spacing of lignin carbon fibres did not change with incorporation of MWNTs.  

 

Further information regarding the graphitization or lack thereof in the lignin-based 

carbon fibres were observed using Raman spectroscopy. Figure 3.17 shows the Raman 

spectra of carbon fibres with 6 wt% MWNTs and 0 wt% MWNTs. The graphitization of 

carbon fibres is usually represented as the ratio of the ID/IG = R; in graphite a lower ratio 

represents a higher graphitization. The ratios for D and G band intensities of 0 wt% and 6 

wt% were both 1.854. Also, both the G band and D band did not shift or change in shape 

with addition of 6 wt% MWNTs. The absence of the (100) lattice plane in the XRD of the 

lignin carbon fibre could indicate that the lateral size (La) is less than 2 nm and 

corresponds to the range of nanocrystalline graphite (145). While Raman spectroscopy 

only analyzes the surface structure down to ~10 nm depth (169), it is possible that the 

interfacial region between lignin-derived carbon and MWNTs could be slightly more 

graphitic; however, the XRD patterns were too noisy to confirm if any increase in 

graphitic structure occurred. These observations support that the embedded MWNTs did 

not increase the graphitization of lignin-based carbon fibre. In studies involving 

PAN-based carbon fibres (170, 171), the embedded MWNTs could act as crystallization 

site (172), such that they induce the growth of carbon crystals and crystalline regions 

become more ordered with increased MWNTs content. Since lignin is intrinsically 

heterogeneous, amorphous/nonlinear in structure, and has complex thermal 

decomposition chemistry (173), it would be difficult to expect that ordered layer aligned 

MWNTs would form during carbonization. 
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Figure 3.17  Raman spectra of carbon fibres prepared from F4SKL/PEO with 0wt% 

MWNT (top) and 6wt% MWNTs (bottom) 

 

 

3.6 Tensile testing of lignin based fibres 

Tensile testing was carried out to characterize fibre mechanical properties in terms 

of strength, modulus, elongation, and toughness for as-spun, thermostabilized, and 

carbonized fabrics. Results are shown in Figure 3.18 - Figure 3.21. 
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Figure 3.18  Bar-plots of (a) as-spun (b) thermostabilized and (c) carbonized fibres 

strength (MPa) (A: F4SKL:PEO:MWNT =99:1:0; B: F4SKL:PEO:MWNT = 98:1:1; C: 

F4SKL:PEO:MWNT = 95:1:4 (sonicated with 1 mg F4SKL); D: F4SKL:PEO:MWNT = 

95:1:4 (sonicated with 100 mg F4SKL); E: F4SKL:PEO:MWNT = 93:1:6) (The same 

alphabet labeled above the bar means no significant differences between groups) 

 

 

The addition of 1 wt% MWNTs resulted in a decrease in the strength of the as-spun 

fibres, from 5.13 to 4.16 MPa for the fibres produced using the 1 mg F4SKL dispersion 

system. Further increasing the MWNT loading to 4 wt% (1 mg F4SKL) did not decrease 

the as-spun fibre strength any further. However, as fibre diameter can influence 
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mechanical performance of electrospun fibres; finer fibres generating higher strength and 

modulus (86),  the larger diameter as-spun fibres produced using the 100 mg F4SKL 

dispersion system had dramatically reduced strength, decreasing to 2.46 and 3.98 MPa 

for 4 and 6 wt% MWNT loadings, respectively. For the thermostabilized fabrics, the 

measured strength again trended with fibre diameter; only the larger 6 wt% MWNT 

containing fibres saw a decrease in strength from an average of ~23 to 19.4o MPa. By 

contrast the strength of the resulting carbon fibres decreased with increasing MWNTS 

addition up to 4 wt% and then slightly increased at 6 wt% MWNTs. Unlike the as-spun 

fibres, there was no difference in the carbon fibre strength between the two F4SKL 

dispersion systems. In general, the addition of MWNTs did not improve the strength of 

the lignin-based fibres in any of the three different heating stages. This is in contrast to 

results reported for PAN-based fibres, where fibre strength increased with the inclusion of 

10 wt% MWNTs (103). In that study (103), a rough surface morphology was observed in 

the PAN based fibres incorporating MWNTs, and the encapsulated MWNTs were ordered 

and oriented along the axis of the nanofibre. In our lignin-based carbon fibres the 

MWNTs, although roughly orientated along the fibre, were poorly ordered and more 

randomly aligned (Figure 3.15); the random order manifesting in the observed curly 

morphology after carbonization, as well as the poor mechanical performance. 

 

On the other hand, the fibre modulus of both as-spun and thermostabilized fibres 

increased with the addition of MWNTs (Figure 3.19). The addition of 4 wt% MWNT 

(sonicated with 1 mg F4SKL) increased the modulus from 514 to 663 MPa and 918 to 

1070 MPa for the as-spun and corresponding thermostabilized fibres, respectively. 

However, when the fibres were subsequently carbonized significant decrease in modulus 
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was found in all of the MWNT reinforced fibres as compared to the control lignin-based 

carbon fibres; decreasing from 6238 to 4648 MPa with only 1 wt% MWNT addition and 

further to ~2400 MPa with 4 wt% MWNT. The decreasing tendency in modulus for the 

carbon fibres may be related to the carbon fibre morphology (Figure 3.14) that was 

clearly affected by the incorporation of MWNTs, specifically the curled morphology.  

 

Similar behavior was observed for fibre elongation and toughness (Figure 3.20 and 

Figure 3.21). The addition of MWNT in as-spun fibres also decreased the elongation 

from 1.73% (fibres without MWNTs) to 1.05% (4 wt% MWNTs sonicated with 1 mg 

F4SKL) while the fibres with MWNT loading increased to 6 wt% (1.44%) possessed the 

same elongation as fibres without MWNTs (Figure 3.20). However, the addition of 

MWNTs decreased the elongation of thermostabilized fibres from 3.12% (fibres without 

MWNTs) to 2.08% (4 wt% MWNTs sonicated with 1 mg F4SKL). The thermostabilized 

fibres with different loading of MWNTs possessed the same elongation. In carbon fibres, 

the addition of 1 wt% MWNTs (0.97%) had the same elongation as fibres without 

MWNTs (0.76%). Elongation increased with 4 wt% MWNTs loading or more from 

0.76% to 1.42. 
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Figure 3.19  Bar-plots of (a) as-spun (b) thermostabilized and (c) carbonized fibres 

modulus (MPa) (A: F4SKL:PEO:MWNT =99:1:0; B: F4SKL:PEO:MWNT = 98:1:1; C: 

F4SKL:PEO:MWNT = 95:1:4 (sonicated with 1 mg F4SKL); D: F4SKL:PEO:MWNT = 

95:1:4 (sonicated with 100 mg F4SKL); E: F4SKL:PEO:MWNT = 93:1:6) (The same 

alphabet labeled above the bar means no significant differences between groups) 
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Figure 3.20  Bar-plots of (a) as-spun (b) thermostabilized and (c) carbonized fibres 

elongation (%) (The same alphabet labeled above the bar means no significant 

differences between groups) 

 

 

Toughness decreased in as-spun fibres with 1 wt% addition of MWNTs from 38.55 

(fibres without MWNTs) to 25.26 kJ/m
3
 (Figure 3.21). The fibres with 4 wt% MWNTs 

loading (sonicated with 1 mg and 100 mg F4KSL) possessed the same toughness as fibres 

contained 1 wt% MWNTs. When increased to 6 wt% MWNTs loading in as-spun fibres, 

the toughness increased to 26.92 kJ/m
3
 while is still lower than fibres without MWNTs. 

In thermostabilized fibres, toughness decreased with addition of MWNTs from 436.59 to 
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181.68 kJ/m
3
 (fibres with 6 wt% MWNTs). The loading of 1 wt% and 4 wt% MWNTs 

(sonicated with 1 and 100 mg F4SKL) had the same toughness between 229 and 251 

kJ/m
3
. Toughness remained unchanged in carbon fibres without or with 1 to 6 wt% 

MWNTs loading in fibres. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.21  Bar-plots of (a) as-spun (b) thermostabilized and (c) carbonized fibre 

toughness (kJ/m
3
) (The same alphabet labeled above the bar means no significant 

differences between groups) 
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The decreased strength and modulus with incorporation of MWNTs may be due to 

the poor interfacial interaction between the MWNTs and lignin. The TEM images support 

a poor interaction between thermostabilized and carbonized fibres and MWNT, as evident 

by the MWNT pullout observed at fracture ends of the fibres. There are four key 

requirements for fibre reinforcement: aspect ratio, dispersion, alignment, and interfacial 

stress transfer (174). Dispersion and interfacial association are the two most important 

aspects. Although the requirement for dispersion was met, reinforcement really depends 

on the ability to transfer load from the matrix to the CNTs (175). A more ordered 

interface and better interfacial interaction could improve the stress transfer to MWNTs 

(176), however lignin is amorphous and is intrinsically a disordered phase, leading to 

poor MWNT alignment and failure in mechanical reinforcement. XRD and Raman 

observations support that the addition of MWNTs did not increase the graphitization in 

lignin-based carbon fibres. In addition, the concentration of MWNTs in these fibres could 

be beyond a certain threshold where their distributions are not very dispersed in the fibre 

during the electrospinning. Instead the conditions lead to aggregation of MWNTs, which 

in turn decreases the fibre mechanical properties (90, 103, 174-177). 

 

3.7 Electrical conductivity of MWNT incorporated in lignin based carbon fibres 

In addition to fibre reinforcement for mechanical property improvement, CNT 

incorporation has been shown to improve electrical conductivity when incorporated into 

fibres (46, 101-104). Increasing the incorporation of MWNTs from 0 to 4wt% (sonicated 

with both 1 mg and 100 mg F4SKL), did not affect the measured electrical conductivity. 

When the MWNT content was increased to 6wt% the electrical conductivity of the 

carbon fibres moderately increased from 2.31 to 2.98 S/cm (Table 3.9). However, the 
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large standard derivation indicates the apparent improvement is not significant. 

 

MWNTs possess electrical conductivities between 1.7 × 10
-1

 to 2.0 × 10
5
 S/cm (178) 

and the conductivity performance is influenced by the chirality of CNTs (179). When the 

graphene is rolled into a nanotube, the hexagons may spiral around the cylinder, giving 

rise to “chirality”, a twist that determines whether the CNT behaves like a metal or a 

semiconductor, the latter resulting in the enhancement in electrical conductivity being not 

significant. The MWNTs used in this study are oxidized and showed a strong D band 

(180) similar in intensity to the G band, which indicates a less ordered sp
2
 CNT structure 

with a high quantity of defects (181). As the MWNTs used in this study have electrical 

conductivities of > 100 S/cm, it could be that they are more semiconductive, instead of 

metallic, thus the conductivity of the fibres would not be expected to increase 

significantly. 
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Table 3.9  Electrical conductivity of carbonized F4SKL/PEO fabrics with varying 

MWNT concentrations (n=10) 

Samples Conductivity (S/cm) 

A 0 wt% MWNT 2.31 ± 0.78 

B 1 wt% MWNTs 2.11 ± 0.41 

C 4 wt% MWNTs (1 mg F4SKL) 2.14 ± 0.32 

D 4wt% MWNTs (100 mg F4SKL) 2.21 ± 0.26 

E 6wt% MWNT 2.98 ± 1.31 

 

 

PAN-based carbon fibres have been reported with electrical conductivities of 

between 0.5 to 1.42 S/cm (93, 104) using thermostabilization temperatures of 260 and 

280°C. While Bayat et al. (25) also produced PAN based fibres with electrical 

conductivity of 2.6 S/cm, and thermostabilized at 250°C (the same thermostabilization 

temperatuer as our fibres), PAN based carbon fibres produced in our lab had electrical 

conductivity values of 9.59 S/cm. This clearly illustrates that it is extremely difficult to 

compare values from fibres produced using different conditions and from different labs. 

The electrical conductivity of the F4SKL based carbon fibres produced in our study 

possessed a conductivity of 2.31 S/cm, which is comparable to the result from Bayat et al. 

(25). However, unlike the PAN based fibres where incorporating 7.5wt% MWNTs 

substantially increased the electrical conductivity from 0.5 to 8 S/cm (104), such a 

significant increase in electrical conductivity was not observed in the F4SKL fibres. In 
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addition to the processing conditions used, there is another possibility that the MWNTs 

used in our study are not metallic, which we can speculate from the results of Raman 

spectroscopy, along with the amorphous carbon and poorer orientation of MWNTs in 

lignin fibres as compared to PAN fibres resulting in poor electrical conductivity. 
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4 Conclusion 

Results of lignin characterizationrevealed that F4SKL exhibited the highest molecular 

weights among lignin fractions and only SKL and F4SKL exhibited the multimodal 

distribution which is related to the association of lignin and lignin molecules while the 

other fractions did not show this. This self-assembled aggregation could be a result of 

interactions between aromatic rings in lignin and is the important factor of dispersing 

MWNTs It supports the hypothesis that the structure of lignin plays an important role in 

facilitating the dispersion of MWNTs. Hydroxyl group and interunit linkage contents 

were found to be different in the various lignin fractions. No direct evidence was found to 

support hydrogen bonding between lignin and the oxidized MWNT surface attributed to 

the dispersion of the MWNTs. Therefore, it is proposed that π-interaction between 

aromatic rings is the major driving force for MWNT dispersion.  

 

Raman spectroscopy has the potential to quantify the dispersion of MWNTs. A 

correlation between the degree of dispersion of MWNTs and the G band intensity in 

Raman spectroscopy was observed. Dispersed suspensions resulted in higher G band 

intensity while aggregated suspensions exhibited weak G band intensities. Raman also 

revealed that F4SKL is likely the primary component that enables the unfractionated SKL 

to sufficiently disperse the MNWTs. Furthermore, Raman spectroscopy showed that 

increasing the amount of F4SKL increased the amount of MWNTs that could be dispersed. 

This indicates that more interactions between F4SKL and MWNTs can occur supporting 

the hypothesis that π-interaction similar to those in association of lignin are responsible 

for the dispersion of MWNTs.  
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 The stability of the electrospinning process was dramatically affected by the 

MWNT dispersion; the better the dispersion, the better the spinning. Fibre morphology 

depended on the thermal processing and addition of MWNTs. Carbon fibres containing 

MWNTs became curly as compared to the corresponding as-spun and thermostabilized 

fibres. This could due to differing shrinkage amounts between F4SKL and MWNTs at 

higher temperature. The change in fibre morphology affected the performance of the 

fibres, specifically the tensile modulus. TEM images revealed poor interaction between 

F4SKL and MWNTs, as observed by MWNT pullout, which indicates the load transfer to 

the MWNTs was not successful. XRD and Raman spectroscopy revealed that the lignin 

based carbon fibres were still amorphous therefore decreasing the intrinsic mechanical 

performance. The addition of MWNTs did not improve the graphitization of the lignin 

based carbon fibres which could imply that the interaction between lignin and MWNTs 

was not strong enough to meet the basic reinforcement requirement for reinforcing 

composites. Therefore, the mechanical properties did not improve with incorporating 

MWNTs. The electrical conductivity did not increase with adding MWNTs which could 

be due to the aforementioned morphology issues. As well the MWNTs used in this study 

may be more semiconductive than metallic and the loading used in this study may be too 

low such that the percolation threshold has not met.  
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5 Future Work 

A correlation between dispersion of MWNT suspension and G band intensity was 

observed in this work and possible mechanisms were proposed. The work implies that 

Raman spectroscopy is an efficient method to characterize dispersion of MWNTs. The 

reason for D band shifting to higher wave number and becoming broader in aggregated 

suspension is still unclear. As such, further Raman spectroscopy studies are needed to 

confirm the factors affecting the D band and G band. Rheology analysis could be another 

potential method to determine dispersion. Isolated MWNTs can lead to physical contacts 

between un-entangled particles to form networks (165) such that the viscosity of the 

suspension increases. An efficient method to quantify dispersion of MWNTs in 

suspensions is required for further applications, such as nano-composites. 

 

The proposed method of incorporating MWNTs into lignin based fibres to improve 

mechanical properties of the fibres was not significant and the strength and modulus 

decreased with higher MWNT loading. Although dispersion of MWNTs in suspensions 

was studied, the interfacial interaction between MWNTs and F4SKL is another 

fundamental issue pertaining to reinforcement of composites, and is a topic which 

requires further investigation. Failure of load transfer to MWNTs could lead to defects 

and heterogeneity in fibres decreasing the performance of mechanical properties. Further 

studies are needed to investigate interfacial bonding and techniques to form stronger 

interactions between MWNTs and lignin. One possibility is the modification of MWNTs 

via attaching lignin molecules on the surface of MWNTs to increase the attraction 

between lignin and MWNTs. Another possibility could be that the MWNTs used in this 

study were low quality such that it has less ability to enhance fibre properties. 
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Non-oxidized MWNTs could have fewer defects and possess a better quality than 

oxidized MWNTs. Although SWNTs are harder to disperse, it may be a desirable option 

since it is well know that SWNTs possess outstanding mechanical and electrical 

conductivity, superior to MWNTs.  

 

The mechanical properties of lignin based carbon fibre produced in this study still 

have to be improved to compete with PAN-based fibre. Increasing the temperature during 

carbonization could lead to a better degree of graphitization. A more ordered carbon 

structure can transfer the stress to MWNTs and increase the mechanical properties and 

could also affect the performance of electrical conductivity. Although lignin based carbon 

fibres exhibited amorphous carbon structure in XRD, they still possess lower resistivity 

than PAN based carbon fibres under the same conditions. This implies the development 

of other novel applications of electrospun lignin fibres. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A: Spectra 

 
13

C-NMR spectra of non-acetylated SKL, F1SKL, F2SKL, F3SKL, F1-3SKL, and F4SKL 
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HSQC spectra of non-acetylated SKL, F1SKL, F2SKL, F3SKL, F1-3SKL, and F4SKL 
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Raman spectrum of 1 mg F4SKL sonicated with 3.1 mg MWNTs in 1 mL DMF with 

Gaussian peak fitting 
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Appendix B: Equations, Tables and figures 

B.1 Signal assignment in the 
13

C-NMR of F1-3SKL and F4SKL 

no. SKL F1 SKL 
Assignment (G = 

Guaiacyl) 

amount (per Ar) 

(SKL/F1SKL) 

1a 192.3-191.0 192.3-191.0 G-CHO 0.01/0.06 

2a 177.5-172.7 176.4-174.3 Aliphatic COOH 0.06/0.07 

3a 87.4 - 

C-α 

phenylcoumaran, 

etherified 

0.05/N/A 

4a 85.8 85.7 C-α pinoresinol (β-β) 0.02/0.05 

5a 84.6 - C-β (β-O-4) 0.04/N/A 

6a 71.5 71.5 
C-α (pinoresinol) and 

C-γ (β-O-4) 
0.12/0.05 

7a 63.6 - 
C-γ phenylcoumaran 

(β-5) 
0.05/N/A 

8a 60.7 60.7 C-γ (β-O-4) 0.17/0.11 

9a 56.1 56.1 -OCH3 0.81/0.63 

10a 54.1 54.2 C-β pinoresinol (β-β) 0.09/0.05 

11a 31.7 31.8 
C-α dihydroconiferyl 

alcohol 
0.06/0.12 

     

Clusters 

 162-142 CAr-O 1.84/1.80  

 142-125 CAr-C 1.81/1.75  

 125-102 CAr-H 2.34/2.28  

 90-58 Alk-O 0.95/1.37  

 90-77 
Alk-O-Ar, 

α-O-Alk 
0.30/0.51 

 

 77-65 -O-Alk, OHsec 0.34/0.54  

 65-58 OHprim 0.31/0.34  
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no. F2 SKL F3 SKL 
Assignment (G = 

Guaiacyl) 

amount (per Ar) 

(F2 SKL /F3SKL) 

1a 192.3-191.0 192.3-190.3 G-CHO 0.06/0.10 

2a 177.1-172.7 176.2-174.7 Aliphatic COOH 0.21/0.07 

3a 87.4 87.5 

C-α 

phenylcoumaran, 

etherified 

0.09/0.08 

4a 85.7 85.7 C-α pinoresinol (β-β) 0.06/0.07 

5a 84.8 84.7 C-β (β-O-4) 0.06/0.05 

6a 71.5 71.5 
C-α (pinoresinol) and 

C-γ (β-O-4) 
0.11/0.12 

7a 63.0 63.2 
C-γ phenylcoumaran 

(β-5) 
0.29/0.04 

8a 60.7 60.7 C-γ (β-O-4) 0.14/0.13 

9a 56.1 56.1 -OCH3 0.55/0.56 

10a 54.2 54.1 C-β pinoresinol (β-β) 0.07/0.06 

11a 31.7 31.8 
C-α dihydroconiferyl 

alcohol 
0.11/0.09 

     

Clusters 

 162-142 CAr-O 1.76/1.70  

 142-125 CAr-C 1.69/1.62  

 125-102 CAr-H 2.36/2.41  

 90-58 Alk-O 1.56/1.50  

 90-77 
Alk-O-Ar, 

α-O-Alk 
0.54/0.62 

 

 77-65 -O-Alk, OHsec 0.53/0.56  

 65-58 OHprim 0.49/0.33  
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no. F1-3SKL F4SKL 
Assignment (G = 

Guaiacyl) 

amount (per Ar) 

(F1-3SKL/F4SKL) 

1a 192.30-190.94 N/A G-CHO 0.00/ N/A 

2a 177.51-172.70 177.45-172.79 Aliphatic COOH 0.02/0.04 

3a 87.61 87.38 

C-α 

phenylcoumaran, 

etherified 

0.01/0.02 

4a 86.86-84.90 86.50-84.71 C-α pinoresinol (β-β) 0.02/0.02 

5a 84.71 84.34 C-β (β-O-4) 0.01/0/01 

6a 71.51 71.67 
C-α (pinoresinol) and 

C-γ (β-O-4) 
0.03/0.03 

7a 63.15 63.69 
C-γ phenylcoumaran 

(β-5) 
0.01/0.02 

8a 60.73 60.76 C-γ (β-O-4) 0.03/0.04 

9a 56.10 56.28 -OCH3 0.12/0.10 

10a 54.14 54.21 C-β pinoresinol (β-β) 0.01/0.02 

11a 31.751 31.73 
C-α dihydroconiferyl 

alcohol 
0.02/0.02 

     

Clusters 

 162-142 CAr-O 1.67/1.86  

 142-125 CAr-C 1.69/1.67  

 125-102 CAr-H 2.33/2.23  

 90-58 Alk-O 1.44/1.96  

 90-77 
Alk-O-Ar, 

α-O-Alk 
0.58/0.76 

 

 77-65 -O-Alk, OHsec 0.53/0.72  

 65-58 OHprim 0.33/0.49  
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B.2 Equations 

The region between 95-160 ppm is defined as aromatic region. Peak assignments of 

acetylated SKL fractions are based on the study aforementioned (153). All integrals of 

peaks and amount of β-O-4 linkage are presented by amount per aromatic ring (Ar) and 

calculated based on elsewhere (8). 

 

 

structure calculation value (per Ar; AceF1-3SKL/AceF4SKL) 

phenylcoumaran I88-86 0.01/0.02 

β-1 I51-48- I88-86 0.09/0.09 

α-OH/β-O-4 I77-72.5- I51-48- I88-86 0.068/0.006 
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B.3 Strength (MPa) of fabrics with varied MWNTs concentrations and at different heat 

process (n=20) 

 As-spun Thermostabilized Carbonized 

0wt%  5.13 ± 0.64
a
 23.86 ± 2.55

a
 45.03 ± 9.93

a
 

1wt% (1 mg F4SKL) 4.16 ± 0.78
b
 23.34 ± 3.46

a
 36.85 ± 10.31

ab
 

4wt% (1 mg F4SKL) 4.27 ± 0.95
b
 23.18 ± 4.16

a
 28.61 ± 6.52

c
 

4wt% (100 mg F4SKL) 2.46 ± 0.49
c
 21.46 ± 2.82

ab
 28.15 ± 7.45

c
 

6wt% (100 mg F4SKL) 3.98 ± 0.81
b
 19.40 ± 3.60

b
 34.25 ± 8.83

bc
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B.4 Moduli (MPa) of fibres with varied MWNTs concentrations and at different heat 

process (n=20) 

 As-spun Thermostabilized Carbonized 

0wt% 514.63 ± 70.93
bc

 918.05 ± 132.31
c
 6238.35 ± 1307.74

a
 

1wt% (1 mg F4SKL) 566.25 ± 69.51
ab

 1113.68 ± 118.88
a
 4648.21 ± 755.17

b
 

4wt% (1 mg F4SKL) 663.73 ± 157.89
a
 1070.43 ± 179.09

ab
 2394.29 ± 270.20

e
 

4wt% (100 mg F4SKL) 504.33 ± 98.79
bc

 1078.27 ± 117.89
ab

 2416.90 ± 796.75
d
 

6wt% (100 mg F4SKL) 393.12 ± 132.77
c
 1066.47 ± 127.11

b
 3105.93 ± 467.89

c
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B.5 Elongation (%) of fibres with varied MWNTs concentrations and at different heat 

process (n=20) 

 As-spun Thermostabilized Carbonized 

0wt% 1.73 ± 0.45
a
 3.12 ± 0.61

a
 0.76 ± 0.17

b
 

1wt% (1 mg F4SKL) 1.21 ± 0.33
b
 2.21 ± 0.41

b
 0.97 ± 0.21

b
 

4wt% (1 mg F4SKL) 1.05 ± 0.39
b
 2.08 ± 0.54

b
 1.42 ± 0.17

a
 

4wt% (100 mg F4SKL) 1.07 ± 0.44
b
 2.24 ± 0.37

b
 1.38 ± 0.27

a
 

6wt% (100 mg F4SKL) 1.44 ± 0.37
a
 2.16 ± 0.41

b
 1.33 ± 0.20

a
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B.6 Toughness (kJ/m
3
) of fibres with varied MWNTs concentrations and at each heat 

process (n=20) 

 As-spun Thermostabilized Carbonized 

0wt% 38.55 ± 9.86
a
 436.59 ± 99.04

a
 136.38 ± 65.15

a
 

1wt% (1 mg F4SKL) 25.26 ± 12.05
c
 251.77 ± 78.75

b
 141.15 ± 61.51

a
 

4wt% (1 mg F4SKL) 22.81 ± 9.92
bc

 251.02 ± 73.06
b
 156.76 ± 55.26

a
 

4wt% (100 mg F4SKL) 16.78 ± 8.40
c
 229.12 ± 71.47

bc
 153.66 ± 61.99

a
 

6wt% (100 mg F4SKL) 26.92± 10.33
b
 181.68 ± 63.23

c
 177.17 ± 64.32

a
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B.7 Stress-stain curves of as-spun, thermostabilized, and carbonized fibres 

 


